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Abstract

We describe the highly efficient master curves–shifts (MC–DT ) method to measure and apply cleavage fracture

toughness, KJcðT Þ, data and show that it is applicable to 9Cr martensitic steels. A reference temperature, T0, indexes the
invariant MC shape on an absolute temperature scale. Then, T0 shifts ðDT Þ are used to account for various effects of size

and geometry, loading rate and irradiation embrittlement ðDTiÞ. The paper outlines a multiscale model, relating atomic

to structural scale fracture processes, that underpins the MC–DT method. At the atomic scale, we propose that the

intrinsic microarrest toughness, KlðT Þ, of the body-centered cubic ferrite lattice dictates an invariant shape of the

macroscopic KJcðT Þ curve. KJcðT Þ can be modeled in terms of the true stress–strain (r–e) constitutive law, r (T ; �),
combined with a temperature-dependent critical local stress, r�ðT Þ and stressed volume, V �. The local fracture prop-

erties, r�ðT Þ–V �, are governed by coarse-scale brittle trigger particles and KlðT Þ. Irradiation (and high strain rate)

induced increases in the yield stress, Dry, lead to DTi, with typical DTi=Dry � 0:6� 0:15 �C/MPa. However, DTi as-
sociated with decreases in r� and V � can result from a number of potential non-hardening embrittlement (NHE)

mechanisms, including a large amount of He on grain boundaries. Estimates based on available data suggest that this

occurs at >500–700 appm bulk He. Hardening and NHE are synergistic, and can lead to very large DTi. NHE is signaled

by large (>1 �C/MPa), or even negative, values of DTi=Dry (for Dry < 0), and is often coupled with increasing amounts

of intergranular fracture. The measured and effective fracture toughness pertinent to structures almost always depends

on the size and geometry of the cracked body, and is typically significantly greater than KJc. Size and geometry effects

arise from both weakest link statistics, related to the volume under high stress near a crack tip, and constraint loss

associated with large amounts of deformation in small specimens and shallow surface cracks. We describe microme-

chanical models that can be used to adjust the toughness measured using small specimens to both the intrinsic material

KJc and the effective toughness pertinent to a structure. Finally, using a simple example, we illustrate the profound

implications of size-geometry effects on the fracture of fusion structures. This assessment is based on a metric of

strength and ductility, specified as the ratios of the critical load and displacement at fracture to the corresponding yield

load and displacement, Pc=Py and Dc=Dy, respectively. Even in cases where the material experiences very brittle elastic

fracture in standard tests, or in heavy sections, with Pc=Py < 1, the extrinsic factors pertinent to fusion structures (small
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shallow cracks in thin sections, etc.) lead to Pc=Py > 1 and Dc=Dy � 1. Indeed, in some circumstances, the benefits of

irradiation due to increases in Pc may more than offset the liabilities of the decreases in Dc.

� 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

PACS: 62.20.Mk; 61.82.)d
Nomenclature

Symbols

A stressed area

A� critical stressed area

A0 non-dimensional stressed area

Assy stressed area under small SSY

APD area under elastic–plastic P–D curve

a crack length

B specimen thickness

Br reference thickness

b ligament size

C�
He critical bulk He for IG fracture

CF nominal constraint factor ð¼ rn=ryÞ
CK proportional coefficient when DTi �

CKðT0ÞDry

C0;C1;C2; . . . polynomial fit parameters for A0 ¼
f ðrn=ryÞ

dtp effective trigger particle size

D non-dimensional deformation parameter

D� radiation enhanced diffusion coefficient

E0 plain strain elastic modulus

f ða=W Þ non-dimensional function for KI

fHe critical fraction of monolayer coverage by

He on a grain boundary for IG fracture

h1; h3 geometric factor for EPRI J estimation

scheme

J J -integral
Jc critical J
Je elastic Jð¼ K2

I =E
0Þ

Jec critical elastic J ð¼ K2
Ic=E

0Þ
Jp plastic J
Kax cleavage crack arrest toughness in single

crystal

Kcl KJ under conditions of constraint loss giving

the same A as for SSY

Kg Griffith cleavage toughness

KI Mode I stress intensity factor

KIc linear elastic fracture toughness

KIx cleavage initiation toughness in single crys-

tal

KIe effective fracture toughness

KJ K derived from J by KJ ¼
p
JE0

KJc critical KJ for fracture

KJe effective KJe

KJm measured KJc

KJr reference KJc at Br ¼ 25:4 mm

KJB KJc adjusted to thickness Br

Kmin cleavage threshold KJc

K0 median KJc or KJr (at Pf ¼ 0:63)
K0r a median reference value of K0

Kl microcrack arrest fracture toughness

kt microcrack tip stress intensity factor

mk Weibull toughness modulus

mr Weibull stress modulus

N strain hardening exponent

p B-scaling exponent

Pf fracture probability

P load

Py load at general yield

Pc critical load at fracture

Pce Pc in elastic fracture regime

Pco Pc in unirradiated condition

r radial distance from crack tip

rb He bubble radius

Tc0 cleavage temperature from a simple model

T0 master curve reference temperature

T0a adjusted reference temperature

T0i T0 in irradiated condition

T0u T0 in unirradiated condition

V � critical stressed volume for cleavage

Vr volume under high stresses near a crack tip

W specimen width

W � critical specimen width leading to cleavage

x distance from the crack tip at h ¼ 0

ZLL non-dimensional loadline compliance

a power law rðeÞ fit parameter

d crack tip opening displacement

D load point displacement

Dc load point displacement at fracture

Dco Dc in unirradiated condition

Dy load point displacement at general yield

DN change in N due to irradiation

DT0 reference temperature shift

DTci Charpy impact test DT
DTk0 DT0 due to loading rate

DTi DT0 due to irradiation

DTg DT0 due to specimen size and geometry

DTm DT0 for safety margin

Dry yield stress increase due to irradiation



e plastic strain

e0 strain rate

ey yield strain

c surface energy for fully brittle fracture

cp plastic work/area for semi-brittle fracture

k� critical distance

h angle from the crack plane

r stress

rðe; e0; T Þ true stress–strain constitutive law

rat athermal contribution of ry

rta thermally activated contribution of ry

rn stress normal to the crack plane

ry yield stress

r� critical cleavage stress

rw Weibull stress

ru Weibull stress at Pf ¼ 0:63
rmin minimum Weibull stress

Acronyms

BDT brittle–ductile transition

CL constraint loss

CT compact tension specimen

FE finite element

FW&B first wall and blanket structure

IG intergranular fracture

ITER International Thermonuclear Fusion Ex-

perimental Reactor

IEA International Energy Agency

MC master curve

MC–DT master curves–shifts method

NDE non-destructive examination

NHE non-hardening embrittlement

NFA nanocomposited ferritic alloy

PAG prior austenite grain

RKR Ritchie, Knott and Rice

RO Ramberg–Osgood

RPV reactor pressure vessel

3PB three point edge cracked bend specimen

SSY small scale yielding

LSY large scale yielding
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1. Introduction

Since cracks will be presumed to be present, defect

tolerant structural integrity assessments will be required

to design and safely operate fusion reactor first wall and

blanket (FW&B) structures. Integrity assessments must

properly relate pertinent characteristics of both the

material and structure to the loads and displacements (or

stresses and strains) that lead to fracture by sudden

crack extension. The pertinent characteristics include the

specific size and geometry of cracked-body and appro-

priate measures of the material’s constitutive properties

and fracture toughness. While generally not an issue at

the start-of-life, the probability of fast fracture increases

in service due to the growth of sub-critical cracks by

fatigue and other mechanisms, as well as the degrada-

tion of fracture toughness by irradiation embrittlement.

To begin, it is important to define �fracture tough-

ness’ since it has both different values and significance in

its various manifestations [1]. 1 Further, the effective

toughness of a cracked body extrinsically depends on

size and geometry. Indeed, fracture toughness can be

considered an intrinsic material property only for very

restricted and well-defined conditions. These conditions
1 For example, quasi-static versus dynamic, initiation versus

arrest, fast cleavage versus ductile tearing and different combi-

nations of loading modes I to III. Ref. [1] provides an excellent

and comprehensive coverage of many of the basic fracture

mechanics concepts used in this paper and is recommended as a

source of background information on this topic.
are seldom met in practice. In this paper, we define a

material fracture toughness ðKJcÞ for plane strain, elas-

tic–plastic small scale yielding (SSY) conditions under

quasi-static Mode I loading for through-thickness edge

fatigue cracks with a depth ðaÞ to width ðW Þ ratio of

a=W � 0:5. However, even in this very restricted case,

KJc itself depends on the specimen thickness, or the

crack front length ðBÞ. Thus, we will further define a

reference KJcðKJrÞ for a specified reference Br ¼ 25:4
mm. These defined values will generally differ signifi-

cantly from the measured fracture toughness ðKJmÞ, and
typically even more so for the effective toughness ðKJeÞ
pertinent to the fracture of a cracked structure.

Tempered 9Cr martensitic steels, such as F82H and

Eurofer97, are the prime candidate alloys for Interna-

tional Thermonuclear Fusion Experimental Reactor

(ITER) blanket test modules and demonstration fusion

power reactor FW&B structures [2,3]. They typically

contain 7–9%Cr and a few percent Mo or W (�1–2%

nominally, or about 2 times the Mo wt% equivalent) in

the low activation variants, <0.1%C and smaller

amounts of other alloying elements like V and Ta.

Typical heat treatments include normalizing in the range

of 1000± 50 �C, followed by tempering in the range of

750± 30 �C for 0.5–3 h, resulting in yield stress ðryÞ
levels of �525± 50 MPa. The corresponding cleavage

fracture transition temperature regime is below )50 �C
and the ductile tearing toughness is more than 200

MPa
p
m. Alloy microstructures are characterized by

tempered lath/lath packet structures in prior austenitic

grains (PAG) and a variety of fine (M2C) and courser

scale (M23C6) carbides; the largest carbides are on PAG
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boundaries. The sub-grain dislocation structures are

complex but can be crudely represented by a density of

�3± 2· 1014/m2. Many of the issues discussed in this

paper also apply to so-called nanocomposited ferritic

alloys (NFA) [3]. The NFAs typically have �13± 2%Cr

and �2± 1%W and are strengthened to ry � 1000� 200

MPa by an ultrahigh density of nm scale clusters of Y,

O, and Ti at total solute contents of �1%. NFAs are

processed by mechanical alloying and hot consolidation

of powders resulting in small grain sizes (65 lm). NFAs

are at earlier stages of development, but offer the po-

tential for higher temperature applications. A major

challenge they face is achieving sufficient toughness

without compromising high creep strength [3].

These Fe-based systems, along with other body-cen-

tered cubic (bcc) alloys, including refractory vanadium,

tungsten and molybdenum, all share several key char-

acteristics that must be properly understood and man-

aged.

• Between lower and upper shelf regions, KJc increases

with increasing test or service temperature (Fig. 1(a)

and (b)). Fast fracture occurs due to unstable propa-

gation of a macroscopic pre-existing crack by locally

brittle cleavage or quasi-cleavage in most of this so-

called transition region. We note that locally brittle

fracture can also occur by intergranular (IG) pro-
Fig. 1. (a) Illustration of unirradiated (open symbols) and irradiated

median K0ðT Þ and 5 and 95% KJrðT Þ master curves (MC) (courtesy M

curves and ductile tearing toughness, (c) illustration of the MC meth

K0ðT � T0Þ scale (solid line).
cesses; and that cleavage may follow a limited amount

of ductile tearing. However, these fracture modes will

not be the major focus of this paper.

• There is a large inherent scatter in KJc (or KJr), thus

toughness is more properly described by a distribu-

tion function defined by the mean ðhKJciÞ, median

(termed K0, which in E1921 is for the reference KJr)

and statistical confidence intervals (Fig. 1(a)).

• A variety of in-service microstructural evolutions,

driven by the combination of elevated temperature

and irradiation, often lead to significant hardening

ðDryÞ and the degradation of KJc. Embrittlement is

manifested as an increase in a reference temperature

ðT0Þ, or DTi, at a reference median value ðK0Þ of

KJc, as well as reduction in the upper shelf tearing

toughness (Fig. 1(b)).

• The effective and measured fracture toughness (KJe

and KJm) depend on size, geometry and loading rate

of the cracked body, as well as other extrinsic factors

that must be accounted for in practice.

• Most fracture tests on irradiated alloys will continue

to be based on small to ultrasmall specimens.

We have previously described a systematic and highly

efficient approach to dealing with embrittlement, as well

as all the other factors that control the KJm and KJe,

known as the master curves–shifts (MC–DT ) method
(filled symbols) KJr data for RPV steels and the corresponding

. Sokolov), (b) illustration of the effect of irradiation on K0ðT Þ
od for positioning K0ðT Þ curves (dashed lines) on an invariant
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[4–8]. While differing in detail and philosophy, the MC–

DT method extends from the American Society for

Testing and Materials (ASTM) E1921 Master Curve

Standard to evaluate median K0ðT Þ and corresponding

curves at specified confidence intervals (KJrðT Þ at the 5%
and 95% bounds) in the transition [9,10]. Both ASTM E

1921 and the MC–DT method assume there is a universal

invariant toughness temperature curve shape, K0ðT �
T0Þ, or small family of shapes, that is indexed on an

absolute temperature ðT Þ scale by a reference tempera-

ture ðT0Þ at a median reference toughness, K0, typically

100 MPa
p
m (Fig. 1(c)). The K0ðT � T0Þ found in E

1921 is primarily for low alloy pressure vessel steels, but

this shape also appears to be applicable to cleavage

fracture in martensitic steels and, perhaps, vanadium

alloys [4,11]. 2

However, the E 1921 Standard is primarily intended

for application to thick-walled pressure vessels and

piping and other heavy section structures. It is specifi-

cally for a T0 referenced at a K0 ¼ 100 MPa
p
m and

Br ¼ 25:4 mm. For fusion applications, alternate refer-

ence conditions are preferable. The MC–DT method also

allows for a small family of MC K0ðT � T0Þ shapes for

various conditions, like dynamic versus static loading

rates [4]. The reference T0 for the alloy in the unirradi-

ated condition is �measured’ and then adjusted ðT0aÞ by a

set of temperature shifts ðDT Þ. The DT can account for

the effects such as loading rate ðk0Þ, irradiation (i), var-

ious size and geometric factors (g) and a safety margin

(m) as

T0a ¼ T0 þ DTk0 þ DTi þ DTg þ DTm: ð1Þ

As discussed below, all these DT can be measured and

modeled independently. 3 Large DTi may control the

lifetime and operating limits of FW&B structures.

However, the DTg for small surface cracks in thin-walled

structures has a large negative value that may mitigate

the effects of DTi.
Thus, ensuring that the integrity of FW&B structures

against fast fracture will require unified and concurrent

efforts to develop:

• High toughness, irradiation resistant steels with low

T0 and DTi.
• Semi-empirical, physically based models to predict

the various DT . For example, DTi is a function of

the combination of key material (e.g., starting com-
2 The E 1921 MC is K0 ¼ 30þ 70 exp½0:019ðT � T0Þ�
MPa

p
m. There are indications that the K0ðT Þ curve for IG

fracture cannot be represented by the MC shape for cleavage.
3 For example DTi can often be related to the increase in

yields stress ðDryÞ, which in turn can be related to the changes

in the microstructure of the material.
position and microstructure) and irradiation (e.g.

temperature, flux, fluence and spectrum) variables.

Reliable predictions of DTi will require a close inte-

gration of models, experiments and a comprehensive

database. The database will largely depend on inno-

vative small specimen test methods.

• Integrated procedures to apply the KJm, measured in

small specimen tests, to predict the behavior for ac-

tual large-scale FW&B structures as controlled by

KJe.

Fortunately, extensive research on reactor pressure

vessel (RPV) steels has shown that hierarchical ap-

proaches can be used to model both the fundamental

mechanics/micromechanics of fracture and irradiation

embrittlement [12,13]. Among the more important fea-

tures of these models is that they are microstructurally

based, thus provide a detailed physical framework for

integrating an enormous range of information. Pertinent

information is derived from theory and sub-models, as

well as closely integrated experiments.

The paper proceeds as follows. First, we briefly out-

line the processes that occur on various length scales

that mediate cleavage and hierarchical models that can

be linked to predict KJrðT Þ and KJe from KJm, as well as

the various DT , including DTi. We also address the

fundamental physics and mechanics underlying the as-

sumption of an invariant shape for the MC. We next

review recent progress on the MC–DT method, with

special emphasis on size scaling and the relationship

between DTi and irradiation induced increases in the

yield stress ðDryÞ. We also briefly discuss possible non-

hardening embrittlement (NHE) mechanisms, including

high concentrations of He. Finally, we illustrate the

practical implications of size scales and crack geometry

in mediating the effective strength and ductility of thin-

walled fusion structures.

A more detailed discussion of irradiation hardening

and various forms of irradiation embrittlement is given

elsewhere [14]. This reference summarizes the database

on Dry and sub-sized Charpy impact test measurement

of shifts ðDTcÞ for 9Cr martensitic steels in terms of the

data trends represented by using simple fitting models.

Significant limitations in the existing database are dis-

cussed. This reference also reviews information on the

effect of He on hardening and embrittlement and the

potential for NHE mechanisms at high He levels. This is

followed by an assessment of future research needs,

emphasizing the importance of understanding and

modeling the combined effects of irradiation and met-

allurgical variables, including dose rate. �Understanding’

and developing robust models will require a well-de-

signed database as well as both single variable and

mechanism experiments. Characterizing the total alloy

microstructure as well as the mechanical properties

themselves will be critical.
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2. An overview of cleavage fracture and embrittlement

mechanisms and models

In this section, we overview the processes occurring

on various length scales, from atomic to structural, that

mediate cleavage fracture. We also summarize a series of

corresponding hierarchical physical sub-models that can

be linked to quantitatively model cleavage fracture in

components as well as coupon-scale test specimens.

Ultimately, the multiscale models will be directly related

to the microstructure, both for optimizing alloy prop-

erties and predicting the effects of irradiation and other

service conditions. The models also treat the effects of

size, geometry and loading rate. A simple flow chart

summarizing these interrelations is shown in Fig. 2. We

revisit this with an expanded flow chart in the summary

Section 5.

2.1. The cracked- body at length scales 10�3 to >1 m (Fig.

3)

The term cracked-body refers to both actual struc-

tures and coupon-type test specimens. Pertinent struc-

tural and coupon length scales range from about 10�3 to
Critical structural fracture
loads & displacements
controlled by σ(ε), KJe 

FE models

Crack tip stress & strain fields 
controlled by σ(ε), KJ & 

cracked-body size & geometry
FE models

Critical crack tip stress fields
controlled by σ∗ -V* - hence 

by microstructure &
microcrack arrest toughness
FE & dislocation models 

Microcrack arrest toughness
controlled by intrinsic shear

strength of the bcc ferrite lattice
FE, dislocation and

molecular dynamics models    
 

Fig. 2. Simplified flow chart of hierarchical multiscale modeling

approach to linking atomic to structural scale processes that

mediate cleavage fracture.
>1 m (Fig. 3(a) and (b)). The size and geometry of the

cracked region potentially subject to plastic deformation

plays a key role in determining the critical loads and

displacements (Pc–Dc) resulting in the rapid propagation

of a cleavage crack (Fig. 3(c) and (d)). The crack itself

and surrounding elastic–plastic region, are generally

much smaller (�1 m) than the structure itself. Thus, fast

fracture conditions can usually be defined in terms of the

Pc–Dc on properly defined elastic boundaries surround-

ing the cracked location. Other sources of local stress

due to temperature gradients and residual strains, as

well as the effects of loading modes and structural

compliance, must also be treated in evaluating Pc–Dc.

For simplicity, we will consider load controlled fracture

of a through edge-cracked beam in three point bending

(3PB), characterized by width ðW Þ, thickness ðBÞ, crack
length ðaÞ, uncracked ligament length ðb ¼ W � aÞ and

span ðSÞ (Fig. 3(b)).
The pertinent crack loading parameter that relates

the load (P ) and load point displacement ðDÞ to the

concentrated stress and strain fields that develop at the

tip of a crack (see below) that cause cleavage depends on

length scales and non-dimensional geometric factors.

For very large, deeply cracked bodies, where loading is

linear elastic and plasticity is confined to a small, em-

bedded region near the crack tip, the pertinent param-

eter is the stress intensity factor, KI [1]. The KI is

determined by P , the crack length ðaÞ and a known non-

dimensional geometric factor, f ða=W Þ, as

KI ¼ f ða=W ÞðP=BW Þpa: ð2Þ

The elastic region is limited to the initial linear portion

of the P–D curve (Fig. 3(d)) up to the point of plastic

yielding (Py–Dy). Elastic fracture occurs at P ¼ Pce < Py
(Fig. 3(d)) when KI ¼ KIc, where KIc is the material’s

linear elastic fracture toughness. Other specimen con-

figurations and complex cracked-bodies can also be

treated in terms of non-dimensional geometric factors

and a crack length parameter such as a. As discussed

below, KIc also depends on the crack front length, B.

Since Pce=Py for a given KIc increases with 1=
p
a, at a

sufficiently small size ðaÞ, the cracked body undergoes

general yielding at Py–Dy (Fig. 3(d)). This results in a

non-linear permanent plastic displacements with D > Dy.

The curve in Fig. 3(d) is a typical elastic plastic P=Py
versus D=Dy curve for an edge cracked beam with

a=W ¼ 0:5 in 3-point bending (3PB). For P > Py the

plastic zone around the crack tip is no longer well con-

fined within a much larger elastic region. In this case, the

most appropriate crack loading parameter is the elastic–

plastic J -integral [1],

J ¼ Je þ Jp: ð3aÞ

The elastic Je and KI are related as KI ¼
p
JeE0 where E0

is the plane strain elastic modulus. The plastic Jp is a



Fig. 3. (a) Illustration of a typical shallow surface crack in a thin-walled tube that is part of a large fusion FW&B structure, (b) a

typical 3PB specimen with key dimensions, (c) illustration of the critical Pc and Dc at fast fracture, (d) illustration of a P–D curve with

both fracture and general yielding P and D and the APD used to evaluate Jp, (e) KJ=KI as a function of P=Py, (f) illustration of a larger Vr
for a longer crack front length B.
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function of geometric factors and the area under the

elastic–plastic ðD > DyÞ P–D curve, APD (Fig. 3(d)). For a

beam in 3PB [1],

Jp � 2APD=bB: ð3bÞ

Note, it is common to represent J in terms of an

equivalent KJ ¼
p
JE0. We will use KJ and KJc in the

remainder of this paper. Fig. 3(e) shows the corre-

sponding KJ=KI as a function of P=Py.
For only somewhat less restricted conditions as

compared to the linear elastic case (still deep cracks in

bending with a deformation parameter D¼K2
J =ðE0bryÞ<

0:01 – see below), fracture occurs when KJ ¼ KJc [1]. In

general, if these conditions are violated, KJm (or KJe) is

greater than KJc, due to so-called loss of constraint (see

below). In the elastic–plastic regime KJ and P–D also

depend on the constitutive properties ½rðe; e0; T Þ� of the

material, characterized by a true-stress ðrÞ, true-plastic
strain ðeÞ law that is a function of e, temperature ðT Þ and
strain rate ðe0Þ. The rðeÞ can be actual data for a par-

ticular material, or a simple analytical representation

such as a Ramberg–Osgood (RO) formulation [1] to

describe plastic strain ðe > eyÞ hardening, as

e ¼ a½r=ry�1=N�1½r=E�: ð4Þ

Here a � 1 is a fit parameter, and N (<1) is the (fitted)

strain hardening exponent. The KJ and corresponding

P–D for a specified cracked body size and geometry and

rðeÞ can be computed based on finite element (FE)

methods using codes such as ABAQUS [15].
An additional extrinsic geometric factor in cleavage

fracture is the statistical effect of the volume ðVrÞ of

material under high stresses near a crack tip (Fig. 3(f)).

Larger Vr lead to a higher probability of sufficiently

stressing the weakest link(s) of a large population of

potential trigger sites for nucleating propagating mi-

crocracks that lead to macroscopic cleavage fracture.

The fracture probability is typically described by Wei-

bull statistics [16–22]. For a given KJ , Vr increases

with the length of the crack front, or B for through-

cracked, plane strain specimens. As discussed in Sections

3 and 4, this leads to an approximate scaling of KJc with

B�1=4.

As a consequence of statistical and constraint loss

(CL) effects, small, shallow surface cracks in compliant

thin-wall structures primarily under tensile loading

manifest a much higher KJe compared to either deep

through cracks in bending in standard test specimens; or

even larger cracks in thick-walled pipes and pressure

vessels. The combination of a KJ > KI and a higher KJe

in a thin section structure also leads to a larger effective

ductility ðDc � DyÞ, providing benefits much akin to

post-yield tensile ductility. We return to the factors

leading to large and beneficial Dc=Dy in Section 4.

Irradiation influences fracture processes at the mac-

roscopic cracked-body level through its effect on rðeÞ
and KJc. Advanced, physically-based fracture mechanics

methods are needed to combine the extrinsic factors and

properties to predict Pc–Dc limits for wide range of

structural conditions. Likewise, the fracture toughness

database will be largely based on small specimen testing,

raising essentially all of the same issues.
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2.2. Crack blunting and process zone stress (and strain)

fields at length scales from 10�6 to 10�3 m (Figs. 4 and 5)

In structural alloys, loading a cracked body to KJ

results in blunting of the crack tip to an opening d (Fig.

4(a)) and the development of a plastic zone over a region

scaling with ðKJ=ryÞ2 [1]. Closer to the crack tip, at

distances defined by rðhÞ, or x in the h ¼ 0 crack plane,

the local stresses are greatly elevated. The key stress

normal to the crack plane ðrnÞ reaches peak levels up to

rn � 3–5ry (Fig. 4(a) and (b)) depending on N [1]. For

example, if ry ¼ 650 MPa, the peak rn � 2500 MPa for
Fig. 4. (a) Illustration of a blunting crack tip stress field and increasi

plane rn fields for SSY and large scale yielding (LSY), (c) micrograp

Fig. 5. (a) Illustration of carbide cracking near the peak rn stress re

crocrack propagation into the ferrite matrix, versus arrest at the trigge

and some cracked particles with only a few successfully propagating
N ¼ 0:1. At sufficiently high rn the local mode of frac-

ture is most often cleavage (or quasi-cleavage), involving

the rapid propagation of brittle trigger particle nucle-

ated microcracks, with very little local plastic deforma-

tion and associated energy dissipation. This leads to a

flat-faceted fracture surface (see Fig. 4(c) for various

fracture surface morphologies).

The high rn acts over distances that scale with d or

K2
J =ðE0ryÞ in a region known as the process zone, where

cleavage fracture initiates [1]. The high rn is due to the

combination of strain hardening and tri-axial stress-

state constraint imposed by the non-uniformly de-
ng rn > ry contours with decreasing r, (b) illustration of crack

hs showing various types of local fracture modes.

gion of a blunting crack, (b) illustration of conditions for mi-

r particle interface, (c) illustration of a large number of stressed

microcracks.
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formed material surrounding the crack tip region. For

certain well-defined conditions, 4 known as SSY, the

fields are self-similar in non-dimensional distance,

r=d � r= ½K2
J =ð2E0ryÞ�, and are uniquely determined by

KJ , E0 and rðeÞ [1]. As discussed below, the high rn

fields must reach a critical level ðrn ¼ r�Þ that encom-

passes a sufficient volume of trigger particle micro-

structure in front of the crack tip to cause cleavage

[1,4–7,16–32].

More generally, however, the crack tip rn fields are

also sensitive to extrinsic factors related to the size, ge-

ometry and loading configuration of the cracked body

and the level of plastic deformation [1]. We will define a

non-dimensional parameter D ¼ 2d=b ¼ K2
J =ðE0rybÞ,

that is the ratio of the length scale of the high rn fields to

the uncracked ligament length, b. In almost all-practical

situations, the amplitude of the fields at a given KJ is

reduced from the SSY limit, due to the loss of constraint,

which increases with increasing D (Fig. 4(b)) [1,4,6,23–

30]. 5 CL increases the KJm and KJe at cleavage. Indeed,

in the limit of severe CL, the local fracture mode may

change from cleavage to ductile tearing. CL also occurs

for shallow cracks and for tensile versus bending dom-

inated loading conditions, due to compressive stress

fields (a so-called T-stress) in the direction of crack

propagation [1,4,21,26–30]. Note that statistical (de-

pending on B) and CL effects (depending on geometry, D
and B) interact to increase KJe [22–25]. That is, small

cracks stress smaller local volumes, hence, require a

higher KJc for cleavage that, in turn, results in more CL

that leads to even higher KJe.

The effect of irradiation on the crack tip fields is

primarily due to corresponding changes in rðe; e0; T Þ, as
reflected in Dry and DN . At a specified N , the amplitude

of the rn increases in direct proportion to ry. In this

case, DTi � CKðT0ÞDry, where CK (�0.6 �C/MPa) (see

below and [5,31]). However, depending on the temper-

ature dependence of the local fracture stress (see below),

CK may, or may not, depend on both the T0 of the

unirradiated steel and Dry [5,31]. The rn decreases with

reductions in strain hardening ðDN < 0Þ due to irradia-

tion. To some extent, this counteracts the effect of Dry

on the crack tip fields, resulting in smaller DTi. Irradia-
tion induced reductions in N also amplify CL. These

complex effects are reasonably understood, and can be

modeled assuming the deformation remains relatively

homogeneous. However, irradiation can also result in

localization of flow. The effects of the localization of

deformation in slip bands or, in the limit, narrow
4 Standard SSY conditions are defined for a=W � 0:5 in

loading geometries dominated by bending (versus tension).
5 There is a large literature on this topic covering a variety of

approaches to treating CL effects. The papers cited here are

among those most relevant to the proposed MC–DT method.
channels, are not well understood. In general, however,

localization appears to play a secondary role in cleavage

fracture. In part, this may be due to the fact that flow

localization tends to be suppressed at high strains and

under multi-axial stress states.

2.3. Micromechanics of cleavage and the role of micro-

structure at length scales of 10�7–10�5 m (Figs. 5 and 6)

In order to proceed further in understanding and

modeling cleavage, it is necessary to invoke a micro-

mechanical model. The underpinning model was first

proposed by Ritchie, Knott and Rice (RKR) [32]. The

RKR model is based on the observation that cleavage

occurs by the propagation of microcracks emanating

from brittle trigger-particles, like large grain boundary

carbides, that are subject to the high process zone stress

fields ðrnÞ near a blunting crack (Fig. 5(a)). Local

stress–strain concentrations due to incompatible matrix-

particle deformation cause some of the brittle ceramic

trigger-particles to crack. However, most often the

critical event is the propagation of the dynamic micro-

crack from the broken particle into the tougher ferrite

matrix (Fig. 5(b)). In many cases, particle nucleated

microcracks arrest. However, a microcrack continues to

propagate if the local normal stress ðrn � ryÞ reaches a
critical value ðrn ¼ r�Þ that depends on the size and

orientation of the cracked trigger particle ðdtpÞ and, as

discussed below, the microarrest toughness of the ferrite

matrix ðKlÞ. Note, small clusters of carbides are a fa-

vorable site for the nucleation of a propagating micro-

crack, since they have an effective dtp that is larger than

those of the individual particles themselves [4,29,30].

Assuming a cleavage orientated penny-shaped particle

crack

r� � Klðp=2dtpÞ1=2: ð5Þ

Experimental estimates of Kl based on measurements of

dtp and r� range from about 1.5 to 4.0 MPa
p
m (for

example, see data compilations in [33–35]). A r� � 2000

MPa for the average of 2.75 MPa
p
m and dtp ¼ 3 lm is

reasonably consistent with the KJcðT Þ for 9Cr martens-

itic steels. The Kl can be expressed in terms of a modified

Griffith fracture criteria [1]

Kl ¼ ½2E0ðcþ cpÞ�
1=2

: ð6Þ

Here, c is the surface energy of the cleavage plane for

fully brittle Griffith-type fracture and cp is the excess

plastic work per unit area of fracture surface associ-

ated with discrete dislocation activity near the crack tip.

For (1 0 0) fracture, taking c100 � 2 J/m2 and E0
100 � 150

GPa gives the Griffith cleavage toughness Kg � 0:77
MPa

p
m, close to typical estimates of <1 MPa

p
m

[36,37]. Note, in some publications the standard elastic
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6 Most tests are carried out under load control, or with load

train compliances that do not detect microcrack damage, with a

detectable pop-in-type load drop, before unstable propagation

of the process zone crack. While microcrack propagation

following secondary arrest (see Figure 5c) does require a higher

cp, this is still typically a small fraction of the elastic plastic J
needed to set up the critical stress fields in the first place. The cp
is much smaller for the primary particle propagation event

(with smaller cracks), but it still requires roughly the same

amount of macroscopic J . Further, the cracks arrested at

interfaces are larger ðdgÞ, thus the critical local stress intensity

factor scales with the higher
p
cp=dg, and not

p
cp. This is

further evident in the similarity of KJcðT Þ (master?) curves for

alloys which do not experience secondary arrest events. That is

by the time the primary microcracks form, it does not �cost’
much more J to link them to form an unstable process zone

crack. The more general point is that it is not the energy of the

local fracture event itself that directly controls KJc, but rather

the energy to create the local conditions that it takes to make it

happen in the first place.
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plane strain Young’s modulus, with E0 � 225 GPa, is

incorrectly used giving a nominal Kl � 1:35 MPa
p
m.

Assuming a typical maximum trigger particle size of

dtp � 3 lm, r� is �560 MPa. Both Kg and r� are much

lower than typical experimental estimates.

Larger effective Kl and cp are associated with crack

arrest at internal boundaries (such as lath packet and at

grain boundaries) [34] and for the coalescence of mul-

tiple arrested microcracks in the case of quasi-cleavage

[4,22,29,30] (see below and Fig. 4(c)). Typically, the

microcrack facets form at different heights relative to the

average position of the crack plane. The facets link by

shear of the transverse ligaments and macroscopic

cleavage occurs when the microcracks ultimately coa-

lesce, forming a larger unstable process zone crack [26].

Quasi-cleavage is typical for martensitic steels with

many internal lath and packet boundaries [4,26,29,30].

In this case, both stress (cleavage facet nucleation) and

strain (shear linking and coalescence of microcracks)

mediated processes lead to the final instability of a larger

process zone crack [4,29,30]. However, we believe that

the initial propagation of the microcracks from the

trigger particles is still the necessary event that controls
fracture for most microstructures and test conditions, 6

since the final instability occurs over a very small
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increment of loading after the microcracking initiates

[4,29,30]. Thus, if the microcrack arrest toughness is an

intrinsic characteristic of the bcc ferrite lattice, and is not

sensitive to the alloy microstructure, then the invariant

K0ðT � T0Þ, in principle, can be related to the intrinsic

temperature dependence of KlðT Þ and ryðT Þ.
The rn ¼ r� at cleavage condition requires the com-

bination of the high constraint at a blunting crack tip

ðrn � ryÞ and sufficiently large ry (or more properly the

local rðeÞ). For unirradiated alloys, ry is large enough

only at low temperature. However, irradiation elevates

ry and rðeÞ, resulting in shifts in the cleavage transition

to higher temperatures ðDTiÞ. In some cases, irradiation,

or other service conditions, may also decrease r�, lead-

ing to NHE. RKR also noted that that a sufficiently high

rn ¼ r� alone was in sufficient to define KJc at cleavage.

They postulated that cleavage occurs when the critical

stress acts over a critical distance, k�, related to the

characteristic spacing between the large trigger particles;

k� is typically a small multiple of the grain size, since

larger carbides are located on grain boundaries. The

classical RKR model assumes that both r� and k� are

relatively independent of temperature, consistent with

the corresponding insensitivity of E0 and c (but not

necessarily cp). While it contains the key physics gov-

erning cleavage, the RKR model does not predict the

observed KJcðT Þ at higher toughness.
Both cleavage and quasi-cleavage involve the collec-

tive interactions of a number of crack-tip processes that

cannot be described fully by the simple k� criterion. We

(and others) have proposed an alternative model that

cleavage, by either a single or few propagating micro-

cracks, or quasi-cleavage involving extensive micro-

cracking prior to cleavage, occurs when the rn ¼ r�

encompass a critical area ðA�Þ, or more generally volume,

V ¼ V � ¼ B½Aðrn ¼ r�Þ ¼ A��, near the crack tip [4–

8,23–30]. Here, AðrnÞ is the in-plane area within a

specified rn stress contour averaged over the crack front

length, B.
While recognizing a similar microstructural role of

trigger particles themselves, the r�–V � local fracture

criteria reflects the experimental observation that

cleavage usually initiates in the region of peak rn, rather

than at a fixed distance (i.e., k�) from the crack tip. This

distance increases with lower ryðT Þ and increasing

KJcðT Þ as the temperature increases [4,5,26,29,30,38].

Further, the rn P r� region must act on a large popu-

lation of potential trigger particles, estimated to be �105

in total and �100 of the largest features (Fig. 5(c)). In-

deed, many particles crack, but only the largest and

most favorably oriented produce propagating micro-

cracks. The r�–V � model naturally links fatigue pre-

crack fracture tests to blunt notch tests [39] under both

static and impact loading; and, as shown below, this

model is consistent with the MC K0ðT Þ shape at low

temperatures.
In principle, more elaborate weakest link-type sta-

tistical models better represent the physics of cleavage

fracture ([16–24] and see below).

However, the r�–V � local fracture criteria provides a

simple, deterministic basis to model KJc, including the

effects of irradiation and CL. Note that the V � also

serves as a reasonable surrogate for other stressed region

criteria that may be more pertinent to the actual cleav-

age process, such as a wedge of material within �h of the
crack plane.

The in-plane stressed area AðrnÞ in fracture tests in-

creases withKJ . For SSY conditions Assyðrn;KJ Þ increases
with K4

J , and cleavage occurs when at Assyðr�;KJcÞ ¼ A�.

The Assy can be represented in a compact non-dimen-

sional form ðA0Þ as [5,6,27]

A0 ¼ log½Assyðrn=ryÞr4
y=K

4
J �: ð7Þ

The A0ðrn=ryÞ are computed using FE simulations for a

specified rðeÞ, as represented by ry, E0 and N . The nu-

merical results for a given constitutive law can be fitted

ðC0;C1;C2; . . .Þ to a polynomial as [5,6,27]

A0ðE0=ry;N ; rn=ryÞ ¼ C0 þ C1ðrn=ryÞ þ C2ðrn=ryÞ2:
ð8Þ

Eqs. (6) and (7) can be used to evaluate KJc at specified

values of rn ¼ r�, Assy ¼ A� and ryðe0; T Þ, as

KJcðT Þ � ryðT Þ A
h

� 10A0ðn	E0 ;r�=ryÞ
i1=4

: ð9Þ

Thus, in the framework of this model, the microstruc-

turally sensitive intrinsic material properties that control

the SSY KJc are rðe; e0; T Þ, A� and r�. The r� is controlled

by the coarse-scale trigger particle microstructure and

Kl. Again, the Kl may be an intrinsic property of the bcc

ferrite lattice.

As noted previously, this and other RKR-type models

also generally assumed that r� and V � are insensitive to

temperature and strain rate. This seems reasonable for

V �, since it depends directly on the coarse-scale trigger

particle microstructure. Measurements based on blunt

notch tests, where cleavage is controlled by a broadly

peaked rn, also support the assumption that r� is ap-

proximately independent of temperature [31,33–35,40–

44]. A corollary is that the inherent matrix Kl is also

temperature-independent. Fig. 6(a) shows the predicted

SSY KJcðT Þ for r� ¼ 1800� 125 MPa, for a nominal

ryðT Þ, A� ¼ 10�8 m2, and N ¼ 0:1 characteristic of

unirradiated pressure vessel and martensitic steels. Note

while the model is deterministic, it can also be cast in a

statistical form by modeling expected specimen to spec-

imen variations in r� and V �. It is evident that for the low

T0 � �45 �C the shapes of the predicted curves are in

good agreement with K0ðT � T0Þ shape shown as the

dashed line.
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However, we have previously shown that a temper-

ature-independent r� and Kl are not consistent with an

invariant K0ðT � T0Þ for T0 higher than �0 �C [5]. Large

DT0 shifts due to irradiation hardening ðDryÞ can in-

crease T0 up to the range of 100 �C or more. Fine scale

irradiation induced features, that have a major effect on

Dry and rðe; e0; T Þ, are not expected to have a corre-

sponding influence on r� and A�. This assumes that the

coarser scale trigger particle features do not change

under irradiation and that Kl is an intrinsic property of

the ferrite matrix. However, a temperature independent

r� and Kl would result in a much lower slope in the

predicted KJcðT Þ curve for large Dry, as illustrated in

Fig. 6(b). The reduced slope of KJcðT Þ is due to the

temperature dependence of ryðT Þ [5]. Specifically, ig-

noring modest effects of differences in strain hardening,

the unirradiated and irradiated KJc are the same at equal

unirradiated and irradiated ry, as shown by the hori-

zontal arrows at various temperatures. Hence, the

DTiðT Þ increases with increasing temperature, since

dryðT Þ=dT decreases. This reduces the slope of the ir-

radiated KJcðT Þ curve. This simple model predicts that

there is an upper limit on KJc at sufficiently large Dry

and that, in this case, that cleavage occurs at all test

temperatures. Accounting for decreases in the strain

hardening exponent N due to irradiation reduces the

effects of hardening, but does not alter the basic trend

towards a lower slope of the KJcðT Þ curve with increas-

ing Dry and DTi. Such behavior has not been observed

up to at least Dry � 200 MPa where the K0ðT � T0Þ
appears to be consistent with the MC shape for irradi-

ated pressure vessel steels [45]. As discussed in Section

3.4, there is evidence of similar agreement for 9Cr

martensitic steels up to even higher Dry > 350 MPa [7].

As illustrated in Fig. 6(c), the predicted KJcðT Þ is

reasonably consistent with the K0ðT � T0Þ shape (dashed
lines) at higher T0, that would be associated with large

irradiation induced Dry (here, 100, 200 and 300 MPa

shown by heavy solid lines) assuming that there is a mild

increase in r�ðT Þ with increasing temperature above �0

�C [5]. The model assumes that r�ðT Þ is not affected by

irradiation, and that Dry is not a function of test tem-

perature. The KJcðT Þ curves for the various Dry account

for modest reductions in strain hardening following ir-

radiation. The r�ðT Þ, shown by the heavy shaded-dotted

line (scaled by a factor of 1/20), was estimated by fitting

both the shapes of the KJcðT Þ curves and DTi as a

function of Dry. The predicted DTi=Dry � 0:68 �C/MPa

(see Fig. 13(b) below) is consistent with the pressure

vessel steel data trend [45]. The unirradiated ryðT Þ curve
is also shown (scaled by a factor of 1/5.7). Note, de-

pending on the precise ryðT Þ, N and DN used in the

analysis, the modest temperature dependence of r�ðT Þ
may begin somewhat below 0 �C, as was found in a

similar analysis based on a statistical Weibull strength

model [23].
However, the key result is that there is a specific and

predictable relation between the effects of irradiation on

rðe; e0; T Þ and DTi. We will discuss this further for 9Cr

martensitic steels in Section 3.4. Note, the DTk0 for high
loading rates can also be modeled in terms of the cor-

responding effect on rðe; e0; T Þ. The magnitude of r�ðT Þ
is controlled by the size of the largest trigger particles

(dtp � 3 lm) and KlðT Þ. Thus, within the framework of

this model, the invariance of K0ðT � T0Þ for a range of

microstructures, ry and T0 is mediated by the underlying

invariance of the intrinsic KlðT Þ. Atomic lattice length-

scale processes control KlðT Þ.

2.4. Non-hardening embrittlement and the potential roles

of He and H

Before discussing KlðT Þ, it is important to note that

embrittlement can also result from reductions in r� and/

or V � due to a number of mechanisms. In the case of

such NHE, DTi can even occur for conditions of soft-

ening when Dry is 6 0. Combinations of Dry > 0 and

Dr� < 0 are synergistic, and lead to very large DTi. Since
this is such a broad topic, we will not attempt to provide

specific references, but note that pertinent information

can be found in a very large and diverse body of liter-

ature. Non-hardening contributions to irradiation em-

brittlement are signaled by large DTi=Dry > 1, or even

negative DTi=Dry for Dry < 0. NHE has been observed

for 9Cr martensitic steels for irradiation temperatures

above �400 �C [14]. In many cases, NHE is accompa-

nied by an increasing fraction of IG versus cleavage

fracture [14]. In principle, IG NHE can be modeled in

terms of an IG r�(IG) instead of the cleavage r�(CL).

The r�(IG) is typically initially greater than r�(CL). In

this case, transgranular cleavage is the preferred fracture

path. However, if r�(IG) decreases in service more

rapidly than r�(CL), cleavage will be gradually replaced

by IG fracture which, under severe conditions, ap-

proaches 100%.

NHE occurs under thermal aging conditions even in

the absence of irradiation. Mechanisms include: precip-

itation (e.g., Laves phase) or coarsening (e.g., carbides)

of brittle trigger particles and instabilities of grain and

sub-grain lath structures; segregation of impurity ele-

ments, like P, to grain boundaries (or desegregation of

elements like C); and environmental interactions with H,

as well as other processes that result in grain boundary

weakening and damage such as creep cavity and meth-

ane bubble formation. Notably, significant NHE has

been observed in 9Cr martensitic steels thermally aged

up to 10,000 h at temperatures from 500 to 650 �C. The
Charpy impact test transition temperature shifts after

aging ranged from �20 �C (at 500 �C) to 90 �C (at 650

�C) [2,14,46,47]. Fortunately, Dry generally decreases

with increasing temperature in regimes where many

thermal processes may lead to significant decreases in r�.
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However, irradiation would be expected to enhance

thermal aging effects by a number of mechanisms [14].

For example, radiation enhanced diffusion would shift

the C-curves for the precipitation of brittle phases to

lower times and temperatures. Far too little attention

has been paid to non-hardening irradiation embrittle-

ment. Thus, detailed fractographic examinations, along

with characterization of coarse scale microstructures,

must be carried out in future embrittlement studies, in-

cluding additional thermal aging experiments.

As discussed elsewhere [14], analysis of existing

neutron, spallation proton and helium implantation

data at intermediate temperatures (in the range of �250

to 400 �C) suggests that accumulation of a very high

concentration of small He bubbles on grain boundaries

reduces r�(IG). This results in a large amount of IG

fracture, up to 100% in the most severe cases (see [14]

and references therein). In combination with large Dry,

such He induced NHE could result in enormous and,

indeed, unacceptable DTi. Consider the following very

simple conceptual model. Neglecting capillary, gas

pressure and stress effects, for a given amount of He, the

damaged area of a grain boundary scales with 1=rb,
where rb is the He bubble radius. Thus, although it is

physically unlikely to happen, the most damaging con-

dition for a given amount of He is a monolayer, or

partial monolayer, of grain boundary coverage. Bubble

distributions are finer at lower temperatures, while at

high temperatures the He bubbles are coarser and would

appear to cause less grain boundary damage. While less

He would collect at grain boundaries at lower temper-

atures by purely thermal processes, radiation enhanced

diffusion greatly increases solute transport rates. Thus,

the critical amount of bulk He that causes IG fracture

can be estimated based on collection of He from a region

around a boundary over time, t, is � 2
p
D�t, where D� is

the radiation enhanced He diffusion coefficient. As-
Fig. 7. (a) Illustration of brittle cleavage crack propagation from a

propagation from a trigger particle where crack blunting and shieldin

illustration of microcrack arrest by a large amount of dislocation emis

illustrated in (a)–(c), (e) the variation of kt with KI in a cleavage orien

when kt < Kg at high KI.
suming a critical fraction of monolayer coverage fHe and

a grain boundary thickness of �0.25 nm

C�
HeðappmÞ � 1:25� 10�4fHe=

pðD�tÞ: ð10Þ

Since measurements are not available, estimates of the

key parameter D� require a detailed model, including the

effects of recombination at high dose rates. At �300 �C a

crude, but reasonable, estimate can be derived from the

radiation enhanced diffusion rates of Cu [48], which is

D� � 10�22 m2/s for a dpa rate of �10�6/s. Assuming

fHe ¼ 0:8 and t ¼ 108 s (100 dpa), C�
He � 1000 appm,

consistent with a He/dpa ratio of 10 appm/dpa. A crit-

ical bulk He concentration of 1000 appm is in reason-

able agreement with our empirical estimates of the

amount of He (>500 appm) that causes a significant

contribution of NHE and IG fracture [14].

The possible NHE effects of high concentrations of H

must also be considered. Hydrogen embrittlement would

be expected to interact synergistically with both hard-

ening and NHE, including grain boundary weakening

due to fine-scale He bubbles. However, discussion of this

important topic is beyond the scope of this paper.

2.5. An invariant master curve shape and dynamic

microcrack propagation at length scales from 10�10 to

10�7 m (Fig. 7)

Within the framework of r�ðT Þ–V � type models,

propagation of microcracks emanating from broken

trigger particles is the fundamental atomic scale event

controlling macroscopic cleavage. Propagation versus

arrest is mediated by KlðT Þ. While KlðT Þ is small (of

order 2–3 MPa
p
m) it controls the corresponding con-

tinuum scale KJcðT Þ, which is much larger (> to �20

MPa
p
m). Thus, we have proposed that the invariant

MC shape, K0ðT � T0Þ, derives from an intrinsic KlðT Þ
trigger particle, (b) illustration of semi-brittle cleavage crack

g occurs by a small amount of dislocation emission and slip, (c)

sion and slip, (d) the KlðT Þ curve corresponding to the processes

ted crystal with increasing T and decreasing e0 showing a BDT
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of the ferrite lattice, or perhaps bcc lattices in general [5].

The Kl is expected to depend on temperature and to

undergo a brittle-to-ductile transition (BDT). The

r�ðT Þ–V � model also assumes that KlðT Þ is not affected
by the alloy microstructure, which may be more prob-

lematic. Thus, it is useful to seek guidance from basic

models and experiments on cleavage and the BDT to

better understand KlðT Þ and the factors that may con-

trol it. The BDT for cleavage in favorably oriented

single crystal systems is a topic of a very large, and even

more diverse, literature that is far beyond the scope of

this paper to review. However, we will summarize the

most salient research results to date.

Conceptually, most BDT KlðT Þ-type models derive

from the Rice–Thompson treatment of the �cleavability’
of a metal associated with suppression of dislocation

emission from an atomically sharp crack tip [49]. Single

crystal cleavage models seek to evaluate the remote

loading conditions of increasing KI that allow an initially

atomically sharp crack to extend by cleavage. This is

schematically illustrated in Fig. 7. If there is no dislo-

cation activity at all, Kl is approximately the fully brittle

Griffith toughness, KI ¼ Kg � 1 MPa
p
m, given by Eq.

(6) with cp � 0 (Fig. 7(a)). However, at all but the lowest

temperatures and highest loading rates, or crack veloc-

ities, limited crack tip plasticity occurs by discrete dis-

location emission and/or slip. Conceptually, the plastic

work required for the emission and slip of even a small

number of dislocations results in a significant cp � c,
and semi-brittle fracture. However, quantitative models

must treat the sources and structures of the crack tip

dislocations.

Dislocations may be emitted from the crack tip sites

like ledges [50] and/or emanate from external sources

[51,52]. The dislocations often, but not always, result in

nanoscale blunting of the microcrack and reduce, or

shield, the crack tip stress intensity factor, kt, relative to
the applied KI, kt=KI < 1. Most models predict that an

elastic dislocation free zone forms at the crack tip. Back

stresses from the evolved dislocation structure reduce

subsequent dislocation activity as KI and kt increase.

High plastic strains and strain gradients also generate

redundant dislocations that locally strengthen the ma-

terial. Cleavage occurs when, but only if, kt ¼ Kg at

KI ¼ Kl. However, a larger level of dislocation activity

can lead to conditions where kt always remains less than

Kg and KI=kt � 1, resulting in crack arrest (Fig. 7(c) and

(e)).

The KI=kt and Kl=Kg generally increase with higher

dislocation nucleation rates and mobility, hence, in

principle, also with increasing temperature and de-

creasing local strain rates ðe0Þ. At very high e0 and very

low temperatures, when lattice friction stress is very

large, there is simply not time for dislocation generation

and slip and Kl � Kg. In the opposite extreme, at high

temperatures and low e0, there is little resistance to dis-
location generation and/or extended slip; hence, the

microcrack extensively blunts and arrests. Ignoring the

effects of fine scale microstructure and very high velocity

dislocation drag, the local dislocation mobility is pri-

marily controlled by the thermally activated, lattice

friction, or Peierl’s stress, rpðT ; e0Þ. Thus, as rpðT ; e0Þ
decreases with increasing temperature or decreasing e0,
KlðT Þ increases. The increase is initially gradual, but

KlðT Þ ultimately undergoes a rapid upswing as it ap-

proaches the intrinsic bcc lattice BDT temperature (Fig.

7(d) and (e)). Since Kl is actually for the arrest of a

dynamic propagating microcrack, or at least a micro-

crack loaded at a very high stress intensity rate, the

corresponding increase in rpðT ; e0Þ at high local e0 shifts
KlðT Þ curve to higher temperature compared to static

loading rates (Fig. 7(d)).

Various BDT models have been based on dislocation

dynamics [33,51–59], continuum mechanics [60–62] and

molecular dynamics [36,63] methods (and different

combinations of them). Most, but not all [33], of the

continuum and dislocation dynamics models are quali-

tatively consistent with a gradual initial increase in

KlðT Þ with temperature above the Kl � Kg shelf, as well

as a strong effect of loading rate. The influence of the

alloy microstructure is more complex. Pre-existing dis-

locations may act as easy sources for blunting and

shielding, resulting in higher Kl [51,52,64]; however,

high densities of redundant dislocations also may restrict

dislocation mobility, producing the opposite effect [65].

The BDT models also vary greatly in what they as-

sume and the underlying physics they treat. Differences

include static versus propagating cracks, straight versus

ledged crack fronts, various sources and configurations

of crack tip dislocations, various atomic and dislocation

configurations leading to crack trapping, equilibrium

versus dynamic dislocation positions, alternative con-

stitutive-velocity laws and ways to couple to continuum

plasticity, and a variety of stress field states (et cetera).

Thus, the various BDT models predict such a wide range

of results so that they can be picked, or adjusted, to be

consistent with almost any experimental observation;

and there is no clear and obvious basis to choose one

over another. There are also a number of unresolved

questions that have not even been addressed. These

include the influence of: (a) finite blunting and three-

dimensional geometry of the microcracks, realistic tri-

axial stress states and T-stresses; (b) accelerating crack

velocities; (c) elastic modulus mismatches at the trigger

particle-matrix interface; (d) local stress and strain

concentrations and high dislocation densities at the

trigger particles; and (e) the effects of fine scale dislo-

cation obstacles. In summary, there are no rigorous

models of KlðT Þ.
Unfortunately, beyond the indirect estimates of Kl

and blunt notch assessments of r�ðT Þ described in Sec-

tion 2.3 and limited single crystal KIc ¼ KIx data dis-
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cussed below, there are relatively little reliable data to

assess and verify the models. Another major shortcom-

ing of many previous modeling studies is that they have

been misdirected to predict macroscopic KJc rather than

the microscopic Kl; these are clearly very different enti-

ties. Certainly, three-dimensional single crystal cleavage

models of high velocity, or at least rapidly loaded,

cracks are needed and seem amenable to application of

the evolving tools of modern dislocation and molecular

dynamics. However, in the interim we return to available

experimental observations.

A key puzzle is the apparent temperature and strain

rate independence of r� found in a number of blunt

notch tests [31,33–35,41–44]. Many previous studies

covered only a limited temperature range, typically be-

low 0 �C, where a constant r� is consistent with our

assessment of r�ðT Þ. However, in at least two cases, r�

was approximately constant up to temperatures of �100

�C [31,42]. Interpretation of these results is complicated

by the fact that the r�, or corresponding statistical

model Weibull strength parameters, are different for

blunt notches compared to the A�–V � cleavage criterion

for cracks [39,40,66]. Cracks have higher, but more

spatially localized, distributions of rn compared to the

notches with lower but more broadly distributed stress

fields. As a result, the estimated r� are typically higher

for cracks than notches. However, it is not clear that the

blunt notch r� is different than for cracks or is actually

independent of temperature in self-consistent r�–V �

models [39]. Further, one recent study based on instru-

mented Charpy tests did suggest a mild temperature

dependence of r� [67]. Thus, it will be important to re-

visit this issue using more reliable models and specially

designed experiments to measure r� over a wide range of

temperatures and crack tip rn fields.

The Kl based on the r�–dtp data (�2.75 MPa
p
m)

discussed in Section 2.3 are reasonably close to a num-

ber of measurements of very low temperature and/or

high rate initiation toughness ðKIxÞ for Fe, Mo and W

single crystals oriented for cleavage initiated at very

sharp pre-cracks [37,55,56,68–72]. Most single crystal

KIx data show a strong effect of loading rate. However,

the temperature dependence of KIxðT Þ is generally even

stronger than suggested by the r�ðT Þ described in Sec-

tion 2.3. In part, this may be due to the large scale

yielding resulting from the very low critical resolved

shear stress of the single crystal metals, coupled with the

small, atypical specimens often used in the KIx tests. The

effect of temperature is somewhat suppressed in pre-cold

worked W crystals, indicating a possible effect of a more

complex microstructure as well as a higher strength [72].

There are very few data on the actual arrest toughness

ðKaxÞ in single crystals. We have carried out preliminary

crack arrest measurements for {1 0 0}Æ1 0 0æ cleavage in

Fe at )196 and )150 �C [73]. Oriented single crystals are

diffusion bonded into composite beam specimens and
fatigue pre-cracked to a shallow a=W . The pre-cracked

specimens are then loaded in a compression anvil fixture

to initiate a propagating cleavage crack. The crack is

initially �driven’ to higher velocities by a stress intensity

factor, KI, that increases with a=W . However, beyond a

peak at a=W � 0:2, KI decreases and the crack stops at an

a=W determined by the arrest toughness Kax. While Kax

may differ somewhat from the arrest of particle-nucle-

ated microcracks, it involves similar atomic-dislocation-

scale processes.

The average Kax of the tests done to date are 4.4 ± 2.6

and 6.4 ± 2.6 MPa
p
m at )196 and )150 �C, respec-

tively. The corresponding median values were 3.6 and

4.9 MPa
p
m and the minimum Kax were 1.4 and 2.3

MPa
p
m. However, at )196 �C and, to a lesser extent,

at )150 �C, the Kax data appear to fall into low and high

groupings. The mean Kax are 3.1 ± 1.2 and 3.9 ± 1.2

MPa
p
m at )196 and )150 �C, respectively, for the

clusters of lower toughness data points. The single

crystal surfaces show that cleavage crack propagation

and arrest is very complex. A well-spaced series of very

long slip traces is observed on the sides of specimens,

indicating interim rapid arrest/re-initiation events. Slip

steps, river patterns, ledges and facet-type features are

observed on the cleavage fracture surfaces. This com-

plexity may rationalize the rather high average and

scattered Kax. Attempts to measure the Kax in Fe single

crystals at higher temperatures have not yet been suc-

cessful, but this work is continuing.

Qiao and Argon recently reported the results of an

innovative approach to measuring Kax in Fe–3%Si

{1 0 0}Æ1 0 0æ cleavage oriented single crystals for cracks

propagating up a temperature gradient [74]. The experi-

ment involved a sequence of wedge loadings to initiate

cleavage pop-in/arrest events up to a BDT temperature,

where the crack simply blunted upon reloading. The

average Kax was 6.9± 0.75 MPa in the temperature range

of �80 to 125 �C. Variations of Kax with an effective

loading rate were interpreted to show an activation en-

ergy of �0.1 eV [74]. This is similar to the activation

energy for nucleation of double edge kinks in Fe alloys at

high shear stress. Low activation energies (�0.2 eV) have

also been found for the loading rate dependence of KIx in

W single crystals [72]. Notably, the activation energies

for Fe and W are essentially identical when normalized

by the corresponding ratio of their melting temperatures.

The thermal arrest Kax at around 100 �C are generally

higher than the Kax we found for {1 0 0}Æ1 0 0æ cleavage
in Fe at )196 and )150 �C. However, we found that fits

to individual Kax–T pairs of thermal arrest data show a

significant temperature dependence with a dKax=dT �
0:027� 0:015 MPa

p
m/�C. These results strongly sup-

port a dominant role of thermally activated disloca-

tion slip in processes that govern KaxðT Þ; indeed, it

would be very difficult to rationalize these results on any

other basis. A central role of dislocation slip is also
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qualitatively consistent with the r�ðT Þ that we derived in

the MC analysis of KJcðT Þ in Section 2.3. Specifically we,

and others, have noted that r�ðT Þ has a temperature

dependence that is inverse to that for the lattice Peierl’s

stress [5,75].

The role of alloy microstructure remains unclear. In

principle, fine scale pinning features in the �vicinity’ of
the microcrack tip would also reduce Kl by retarding

slip. However, this is not consistent with the apparent

insensitivity of r� to irradiation. As noted previously,

the influence of dislocation structures is more complex,

but very high densities would also generally be expected

to reduce Kl. However, the issue is not the effect of

microstructure on the magnitude of Kl but rather on its

temperature dependence, which would still be controlled

primarily by the activated lattice slip processes for a

wide range of microstructures.

While it is an unresolved issue that will require ad-

ditional modeling and experimental studies, we propose

a simple new hypothesis for a minimal effect of pre-ex-

isting microstructure on the temperature dependence of

KlðT Þ. High stresses at trigger particles are accompanied

by significant concentrations of plastic incompatibility

strains, thereby producing high local dislocation densi-

ties. The dislocation densities would be increased further

by the large local strain gradients. This would result in a

much higher strength of the local ferrite matrix, and

what might be viewed as an increase in the effective size

of the trigger particle, perhaps, extending the cleavage

regime to higher temperatures. Further, the dislocations

that are formed before the particle cracks, would dom-

inate the local microstructure, and may even destroy any

fine scale pinning features. We hypothesize that, in ef-

fect, the initial propagation versus arrest of a particle-

nucleated microcrack takes place in a local dislocation

dominated microstructure that is relatively independent

of the undeformed microstructure of the alloy.

In summary, the hypotheses of an approximately in-

variant KlðT Þ that mediates an approximately invariant

MC K0ðT � T0Þ is broadly consistent with the analysis

presented in this section. The temperature dependence of

KlðT Þ is largely governed by thermally activated dislo-

cation slip. Indeed, single crystal KIx and Kax data gen-

erally show an even stronger temperature dependence

than we found for r�ðT Þ. Based on a variety of argu-

ments, the temperature dependence of KlðT Þ is expected
to be relatively insensitive to the pre-existing alloy mi-

crostructure. Specifically, it is likely that compatibility

strain induced dislocations that form under loading prior

to microcracking may dominate the local microstructure

at the trigger particle.

Finally, we also note that the concepts outlined

above also suggest a rapid increase in KlðT Þ near the

actual lattice BDT temperature. This, in turn, may limit

the maximum temperature of macroscopic cleavage. The

temperature dependence of KlðT Þ in the upper BDT
regime is not known. However, the thermal arrest data

suggest a BDT temperature significantly greater than

125 �C, since Kl is large (�7 MPa
p
m) but is still in-

creasing at a moderate rate (�0.03 MPa
p
m/�C). The

lattice BDT would place corresponding limits on the

macroscopic cleavage regime even in the case of very

large ry (and Dry due to irradiation). This may have

important implications to the development of advanced,

high strength cleavage resistant alloys.

2.6. Implications to embrittlement resistant alloys

The multiscale concepts outlined in the previous

sections can guide the development of advanced high

strength embrittlement resistant alloys, such as NFAs

[76]. Assuming other microcrack formation mechanisms

(like twin and dislocation pile-up nucleated cracks) do

not intervene, or can be controlled by fine grain size,

cleavage resistance can be enhanced by decreasing the

size (thus increasing r�) and volume fraction (increased

V �) of the brittle trigger particles. This typically means

eliminating carbides, as well as impurity inclusions and

other brittle phases. The combined effects of the mi-

crostructure and alloy strength levels can be crudely

evaluated in terms of a cleavage temperature ðTcÞ defined
by the intersection of a elevated crack tip stress, rn with

r�, as rn ¼ CFry ¼ r�, where CF is a nominal constraint

factor taken as �3. Note, this simplified treatment is

more pertinent to blunt notches than cracks, but it still

give a meaningful estimate of trends in Tc [31]. Repre-

senting ryðT Þ as the sum of ry at 25 �C, ryo, and a

temperature dependent term, � rpðT Þ, as

rpðTcÞ þ ryo ¼ r�ðTcÞ=CF ¼ KlðTcÞ½ðp=2dptÞ1=2=CF�:
ð11Þ

Fig. 8 illustrates the variation of Tc (indicated by the

arrows) for ryo ¼ 500, 1000, 1500 and 2000 MPa and

dtp ¼ 0:22, 0.66 and 2 lm, CF ¼ 3:0, KlðT Þ ¼ 2þ
0:00333T (MPa

p
m), consistent with our r�ðT Þ analysis

in Section 2.3, and a rpðT Þ characteristic of ferritic and

martensitic steels. The predicted Tc is above 300 �C at a

very high ryo ¼ 2000 MPa for dtp ¼ 0:66 lm, but de-

creases to �65 �C for dtp ¼ 0:22 lm. Thus within the

framework of this very simple model, these results show

that it may be possible to develop high toughness, high

strength alloys (including a large irradiation induced

Dry) by controlling the trigger particle microstructures.
3. Recent progress on the MC–DT method

3.1. Models of size and geometry effects

The r�ðT Þ–V � model also provides a basis to treat

extrinsic size and geometry effects on the measured KJm
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[4,6,11,23–30]. As noted previously, when CL occurs in

small specimens undergoing extensive plastic deforma-

tion, a larger KJ is needed to produce the same stressed

volume V ðrnÞ ¼ BAðrnÞ compared to the corresponding

KJ for SSY conditions. Thus, it directly follows that

KJm > KJc. Constraint is also lower in many common

cracked-body geometries, such as shallow surface

cracks, that lead to compressive T-stresses in the direc-

tion of crack advance [1,26–30]. Various methods have

been used to model the effects of CL based on FE sim-

ulations of crack tip fields for a specified cracked-body

size and geometry, rðeÞ and local fracture properties. We

have developed a calibrated constraint adjustment factor

ð½Kcl=Kssy�Þ procedure, similar to the approach proposed

by Dodds and co-workers [27]. 7 Here, ½Kcl=Kssy� is the

ratio of the larger KJ under conditions of CL ðKclÞ that
produces the same V ðrnÞ as a corresponding KJ for SSY

ðKssyÞ. The ½Kcl=Kssy� factor is used to adjust measured

KJm to KJc, as KJm=½Kcl=Kssy�. The constraint adjustment

factor is a function of:
7 Note, these models are also consistent with the K–T and

J–Q multi-parameter characterization methods proposed by a

number of workers and described in Reference [1], as well as the

statistical approach developed by Dodds and co-workers [22].

The most important difference between the various models is

how they are calibrated to provide quantitative constraint loss

adjustments for a particular alloy.
• The deformation level D, defined in Section 2 as

K2
J =ðE0rybÞ � 2d=b, where d is the crack opening dis-

placement and b is the uncracked ligament length.

• The material rðeÞ, or ry and a strain hardening law

as, for example, represented by N , ry=E0 (weakly)

and r�.

• The cracked-body and loading geometry.

However, the constraint adjustment factor does not

explicitly depend on A�. Fig. 9(a) shows ½Kcl=Kssy� as a

function of D for the rðeÞ and r�=ry ¼ 3 of a typical

A533B pressure vessel steel (Shoreham) at )91 �C for

various B=W [23,25]. Fig. 9(b) shows ½Kcl=Kssy� for vari-
ous N as a function of r�=ry at D ¼ 0:02 and plane strain

conditions. It is also possible to translate KJm data from

one CL condition to another; for example, from a small

through crack bend specimen to a surface cracked thin

walled structure in tension. The effects of CL can also be

expressed in terms of changes in the shape of the KJcðT Þ
curves and/or DTg temperature shifts at a specified KJc,

[4,6]. Indeed, it is important to emphasize that toughness

of any sort is only an intermediate quantity used to

evaluate the Pc–Dc conditions for fracture of a cracked

body. The procedures in Section 5 can be used to directly

evaluate Pc–Dc for arbitrary geometry and loading levels.

Application of the constraint adjustment procedure

requires experimental calibration of the r� as well as a

rðeÞ for a particular alloy. The r� can be estimated by

fitting the KJcðT � T0Þ curve for a specified T0 using Eqs.

(6)–(8) [23–25]. A number of statistical elaborations of

the deterministic r�–V � models have been developed,

including a recent calibrated Weibull stress model pro-

posed by Dodds and co-workers [22]. The local loading

parameter is the Weibull stress rw given by

rw ¼
Z

rmr
n dV =V0

� �1=mr

: ð12Þ

Here, the spatially varying crack tip rn, or principal,

stress is power weighted by the Weibull stress modulus

ðmrÞ and volume integrated over a process zone nor-

malized by an arbitrary reference volume V0. Thus, rw

and hence the probability of fracture, increases with

increasing loading KJ . For a 3-parameter Weibull

model, the corresponding probability ðPfÞ of cleavage

fracture is

Pf ¼ 1� expf�½ðrw � rminÞ=ðr0 � rminÞ�mrg: ð13Þ

Here rmin is the minimum rw for cleavage fracture and

r0 ¼ rw at Pf ¼ 0:63. In principle, the mr, r0 and rmin

can be related to the underlying processes and micro-

structure. However, they are generally treated as em-

pirical fit parameters for a particular material, loading

rate and temperature. Calibration of the model requires

data for both SSY and a variety of other constraint

conditions [22,23].



Fig. 9. (a) The ½Kcl=Kssy� constraint adjustment factor as a function of D (actually 1=D) and B=W from three-dimensional FE calcu-

lations for a 3PB specimen at r�=ry ¼ 3 and rðeÞ for the Shoreham RPV steel, (b) the ½Kcl=Kssy� constraint adjustment factor as a

function of r�=ry for various N at D ¼ 0:02 for a plane strain 3PB specimen.

8 The standard actually uses a limit of M ¼ 1=D ¼ 30.
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Statistical models also underpin the ASTM E1921

Master Curve Standard for measuring K0ðT Þ in the

cleavage transition [9,10]. Assuming a high level of

constraint, for a specified specimen size ðBÞ, the proba-

bility of fracture ðPfÞ increases with the loading, KJ , as

Pf ¼ 1� expf�½ðKJ � KminÞ=ðK0 � KminÞ�mkg: ð14Þ

Here mk is the Weibull toughness modulus and Kmin is a

cleavage threshold toughness. In E1921 the mk and Kmin

are fixed at 4 and 20 MPa
p
m respectively. The mk ¼ 4

derives from the fact that for SSY the stressed volume,

V ðrnÞ, varies with K4
J for a specified B. Hence, it follows

that for different B, V �ðB1Þ ¼ V �ðB2Þ when

KJcðB2Þ ¼ KJcðB1Þ½B1=B2�1=4. However, mk � 4 is consis-

tent with experimentally observed Weibull distributions

of KJc (or Pf ) only if Kmin is incorporated [1,10,23]. The

fact that there is a threshold stress intensity for cleavage

is physically intuitive. Further, the form of Eq. (14) for

treating Kmin derives from a mathematical representation

of a conditional probability model assuming that

cleavage fracture requires a sequence of two successful

crack propagation events [1]. The value of Kmin ¼ 20

MPa
p
m is the result of empirical fits to a large body of

(mostly pressure vessel steel) data [10,77]. However, the

Kmin ¼ 20 MPa
p
m has no independent physical justifi-

cation. Indeed, for mk � 4, the best fit for Kmin varies

with temperature [78]. The best fit mk and Kmin combi-

nation is also likely to be material dependent.

However, assuming the nominal values of 4 and 20

MPa
p
m, statistical size effects of different specimen

thickness (or crack front length) B follow from Eq. (14)

with PfðB1Þ ¼ PfðB2Þ as,

KJcðB2Þ ¼ ½KJcðB1Þ � 20�½B1=B2�1=mk þ 20: ð15Þ

The reference KJr in E1921 is for B ¼ 25:4 mm. We will

refer to the adjustments provided by Eq. (14) as the

ðB=BrÞ1=4–Kmin statistical size adjustment.
Constraint effects are not treated directly in E1921.

However, the possibility of CL is recognized by a data

censoring limit for deformation levels of D ¼ K2
Jm=

ðE0bryÞ > 0:033 [9]. 8 ThisD applies to standard compact

tension (CT) and 3PB specimens with a=W � 0:5 and

B=W from 1 to 2. If there are enough valid data points,

results from tests with KJm that exceed the D ¼ 0:033
limit are replaced with a value of ½ðE0bryÞ=30�1=2, and
used in a maximum likelihood estimate of the median

toughness K0 and T0. In the past, the MC–DT method

that we have proposed emphasized CL adjustments.

However, more recently, statistical effects have also been

incorporated as well. The MC–DT method is more flex-

ible since it seeks to use the K0ðT � T0Þ shape most per-

tinent to the situation and allows use of optimized

reference conditions.

3.2. Single variable experiments and model based analysis

of size effects

Until recently, there has been no independent verifi-

cation of many of the assumptions that underlie the

ASTM E1921 Master Curve Standard. For example,

most previous fracture tests used standard 3PB and CT

specimens with a=W � 0:5 and B=W between 0.5 and 1.

Since both the ligament ðbÞ and thickness ðBÞ varied in

roughly the same proportion to the absolute specimen

size, it was not possible to evaluate the relative contri-

butions of the statistical, which we call B effects, versus

CL, which we call D effects. That is, constraint loss ef-

fects could easily be mistaken for statistical effects. In-

deed, earlier FE evaluations of ½Kcl=Kssy� and data

indicated that CL occurs at D significantly smaller than

0.033 [27,79,80]. Further, the deviations from SSY

mimicked the statistical size scaling, but with KJm

varying with b�1=4, rather than B�1=4 [79]. Notably, data
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sets subject to significant constraint loss bias T0 towards
the lower, non-conservative values, compared to more

fully constrained conditions. Further, evaluation of the

previously existing database did not fully support the

ðB=BrÞ1=4–Kmin statistical size scaling [23,79]. Thus, we

designed and carried out a single variable experiment to

address the following questions [23]:

• What are the relative contributions of CL and statis-

tical mediated size effects on KJm?

• Is the ðB=BrÞ1=4–Kmin statistical size scaling procedure

consistent with toughness variations over a large

range of B for conditions of high constraint?

• How do KJm and CL effects vary as a function of de-

formation?

• Is the D ¼ 0:033 limit in E 1921–97 sufficient to avoid

non-conservative bias in T0 values compared to high-

er constraint conditions?

• Is there an effective and practical approach to adjust-

ing for the combination of CL and statistical size ef-

fects and their interactions?
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Fig. 10. (a) KJm versus B for the Shoreham steel b–B matrix and the

average hKJBi following the B�1=4–Kmin statistical adjustment showing

the KJm–KJc for the Shoreham b–B test matrix, where KJc has been co

bound data for B=W at 1.25 and 2.5 shown as the solid line.
To answer these questions, a full matrix of

a=W � 0:5 3PB specimens with B from 8 to 254 mm and

b from 3.2 to 25.4 mm were fabricated from the 3/4

thickness position in a A533B steel plate section of the

Shoreham reactor vessel. The b–B test matrix covers an

unprecedented range of specimen size and geometry.

Eight specimens were tested under a common set of

conditions at )91 �C for each b–B combination. The b–B
database (184 data points in total) was analyzed with the

½Kcl=Kssy� constraint and ðB=BrÞ1=4–Kmin statistical size

adjustment procedures. Combined with this model-

based analysis, the single variable b–B database allowed

explicit de-coupling of statistical and constraint medi-

ated size effects. Details can be found elsewhere [23–

25,81,82].

Fig. 10(a) plots the KJm versus logB for the various b.
The use of a log scale and the slight data point offsets for

different b are for the purpose of clarity. The toughness

generally decreases with increasing B, consistent with a

statistical size effect. The mean hKJmðBÞi for the largest

b ¼ 25:4 mm ðW ¼ 50:8Þ specimens was least squares fit
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the effect of the loss of constraint for b ¼ 12:7 and 6.3 mm, (c)

nstraint adjusted by the ½Kcl=Kssy� factor and the fit to the lower
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to the following inverted form of the ðB=BrÞ1=4–Kmin

scaling equation

hKJmðBÞi ¼ ðhKJmðBrÞi � 20ÞðBr=BÞp þ 20: ð16Þ

This gave p ¼ 0:26� 0:09, in almost exact agreement

with the ASTM E1921 size scaling procedure. In general,

the KJm are also larger for the specimens with smaller b,
due to CL. The CL trend is better illustrated in Fig.

10(b), plotting hKJBi ¼ h½ðKJm � 20ÞðB=BrÞ1=4 þ 20�i as a
function of b. Here hKJBi is average KJB found by ad-

justing KJm at various B to the reference thickness of

Br ¼ 25:4 mm using Eq. (15). The average D for the

various b are also shown. Significant CL is clearly ob-

served at the two smallest b.
More generally, while Eq. (15) slightly over-adjusts

the KJm data for the specimens with the largest B (the KJr

are somewhat high), we found that the ðB=BrÞ1=4–Kmin

statistical size adjustment is reasonably consistent with

the overall b–B database. The ½Kcl=Kssy� factor also

slightly over-adjusts the KJm data (the KJc are slightly

low on average) at the smallest b, particularly for two of

the five B=b geometries. However, overall the constraint

adjustment procedure was found to be very effective for

a wide range of specimen sizes and deformation levels.

After application of both the ½Kcl=Kssy� constraint and

the ðB=BrÞ1=4–Kmin statistical adjustments, the resulting

KJr form a relatively homogeneous population, that is

approximately independent of both specimen size ðbÞ
and geometry ðB=W Þ. The adjusted data give an ASTM

E1921 T0 ¼ �84 �C [23–25].

These results show that for 3PB specimens, CL be-

gins at deformation levels of D < 0:01 for B=b > 1 (en-

compassing the typical range of test specimen geometry

of 1 to 2). This is much lower than the D ¼ 0:033 cen-

soring limit currently used in E1921. This is illustrated in
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Fig. 11. (a) KJm for a 489 fracture tests on the Shoreham plate steels

T0 � �84 �C, (b) the corresponding size adjusted KJr data showing go
Fig. 10(c) showing a plot of KJm–KJc versus D for the

entire b–B database. We also applied the combined

½Kcl=Kssy� and ðB=BrÞ1=4–Kmin adjustment procedure to an

additional set of Shoreham KJm data we generated for

the set of low constraint specimens. The adjusted KJr are

also well represented by a MC with a T0 ¼ �84 �C, as
found for the b–B database. Finally, the combined ad-

justment procedure was also applied to the large data-

base on other plate sections of the Shoreham vessel

reported by Tregoning and Joyce [83–85]. Again, the

corresponding KJr are again well represented by a MC

with a T0 of )84 �C. The KJm and KJr for the entire 489

data points are shown in Fig. 11(a) and (b), respectively.

Quasi-cleavage is the dominant local fracture mode

in 9Cr martensitic steels [26]. It has been postulated that

a set of correlated sympathetic microfracture events

along the crack front are necessary for macroscopic

cleavage in general and quasi-cleavage in particular

[19,20,26,86]. In principal, this could weaken the statis-

tical size scaling compared to a single (or few) critical

event mechanism. Thus, we have recently extended the

b-B size effects study to Eurofer97. In this case, the b-B

matrix is composed of 16 specimen configurations, with

B ranging from 1.5 to 98 mm and the W range from 1.6

to 14 mm. Eight specimens will be tested at )142 �C for

each of the 16 b-B combinations. The target median

toughness is about 80 MPa
p
m, resulting in a nominal

D � 0:007 for the W ¼ 14 mm �highest constraint’

specimens. To date, only the W ¼ 14 mm specimens

have been tested. As shown in Fig. 12(a), the preliminary

results clearly indicate that the Eurofer97 9Cr martens-

itic steel is also governed by B�1=4-type statistical size

scaling, except for the smallest B ¼ 1:5 mm. In the latter

case, with a very low B=W � 0:11, significant out-of-

plane CL occurred. The constraint adjustments were

minimal for the other B. Fig. 12(b) shows that the
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combined ½Kcl=Kssy� CL and B�1=4–Kmin statistical ad-

justments of KJm results in a very consistent mean

KJr � 78� 4 MPa
p
m for all B. Tests on the remaining

specimens in the b–B matrix, which will experience

varying degrees of constraint loss, will be needed to fully

calibrate the ½Kcl=Kssy� model. Details will be presented

elsewhere [87].

3.3. A master curve for a 9Cr martensitic steel

In Section 2.5, we proposed a basis for a constant

K0ðT � T0Þ MC shape by assuming a moderate tem-

perature dependence of intrinsic microcrack arrest

toughness KlðT Þ of the ferrite matrix. Further, the size-

adjusted KJrðT Þ data in Fig. 12(b) are in good agreement

with the MC shape over a wide range of temperature.

However, a key question remains: does the E1921

K0ðT � T0Þ, or other invariant shape, also apply to 9Cr

martensitic steels, such as F82H and Eurofer97, both

before and after irradiation? And if so, what are the

limitations on the validity of this assumption? For ex-

ample, it has been reported that in the case of a temper

embrittled pressure vessel steel the K0ðT � T0Þ MC shape

for cleavage does not work for IG fracture for K0 more

than �100 MPa
p
m [88]; and, there are indications that

this may also be the case for conditions leading to IG

fracture in F82H as well [88].

Fig. 13(a) summarizes the KJB found by adjusting

KJm data on the International Energy Agency (IEA) heat

of F82H that we have generated [8], 9 or found in the
9 Some of the UCSB data points have not been published.

We also have generated a much larger amount of fracture data

on an earlier heat of F82H that is similar to the results for the

IEA heat [4,29,30] but this is not included in the compilation

shown in Fig. 14.
literature, to a reference Br ¼ 25:4 mm [7,89–92]. The

majority of this data was reported by Wallin for a wide

range of specimen sizes [91]. We will again refer to the

½B=Br�1=4–Kmin statistically adjusted data as KJB. Note the

KJB data are not constraint adjusted. The 1T CT data

(B ¼ 25:4 mm) reported by Wallin appear to follow MC

shape up to very high levels of toughness. However,

assuming SSY occurs up to about D � 0:02 for CT

specimens, 10 the 1T CT KJB data above �250 MPa
p
m

would be expected to suffer some constraint loss. The

sloping curves in Fig. 14(a) show the D limit of 0.01 for

the 3PB specimens with various b. Clearly, most of the

KJB data from the smaller specimens suffers considerable

CL.

Fig. 13(b) shows a preliminary constraint adjustment

analysis of the F82H KJm data. The adjustment was

based on a lower bound fit to the KJm–KJc results shown

in Fig. 10(c). We provisionally assume that these

Shoreham results are approximately applicable to F82H

since the two steels have similar T0. However, a fully

calibrated ½Kcl=Kssy� analysis is currently being carried

out that will provide a much more accurate evaluation

of the adjusted KJrðT Þ data. In general, this improved

procedure will further decrease the KJr for the small

specimens at T < T0, thereby providing even better

consistency between the F82H database and a single

MC. Further details of this analysis will be given in a

future publication [93]. However, given the potential

effects of material inhomogeneity and other differences,

these preliminary results clearly support the use of the

E1921 MC for cleavage fracture in unirradiated 9Cr

martensitic steels.
10 Deeply cracked CT specimens have a large positive

(tensile) T-stress which increases constraint. Thus CL in this

case occurs at higher levels of D, which we take here as 0.02.
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3.4. The DT0–Dry relation

There are very limited fracture toughness data on

irradiated 9Cr martensitic steels. Fig. 14(a) shows KJm

data as a function of temperature for the unirradiated

IEA heat of F82H and following irradiation to �5 dpa

at �300 �C [7,92]. The KJm were measured with CT

specimens with W ¼ 22:5 mm, B ¼ 10 mm for the

unirradiated condition and B ¼ 5 and 10 mm for the

irradiated condition. The ½Kcl=Kssy� constraint adjusted

KJc data are shown only for the unirradiated data. These

adjustments are based on calibrating r� to a MC with

the KJcðT Þ model, shown by the solid line for a

T0 ¼ �115 �C. This T0 may be too low; hence, the

½Kcl=Kssy� adjustments may underestimate the actual de-

gree of CL. The irradiated data have not been constraint

adjusted. However, even at the relatively low D up to

�0.007, the thinner B ¼ 5 mm specimens, with

B=W � 0:22, fall systematically above the B ¼ 10 mm

CT data. A combination of both CL and statistical size

effects result in the higher KJm. The K0ðT � T0Þ MC
shape, shown as the dotted lines, provides a reasonable

fit to both the constraint adjusted unirradiated and un-

adjusted irradiated B ¼ 10 mm CT data. The irradiated

data at KJm > 150 MPa
p
m has a D of >0.014, and

therefore may have experienced some CL. However, this

has a relatively small effect on the estimated DTi of

�235±20 �C.
The corresponding Dry for the 5 dpa 300 �C irradi-

ation is �365± 25 MPa, thus the DTi=Dry is �0.64± 0.10

[7]. A set of DTi and Dri data on an earlier heat of F82H

and a T91 steel irradiated to �2–3 dpa at �300 �C re-

sulted in estimates of DTi=Dry � 0:66� 0:15 and

0.52 ± 0.10, respectively [94]. Recent results reported by

Sokolov et. al. on the IEA heat of F82 also give

DTi=Dry � 0:52� 0:10 [89]. The DTi versus Dry data are

shown in Fig. 14(b), along with corresponding data for

RPV steels complied by Sokolov [45]. The pressure

vessel steel data are scattered, but have an average

DTi=Dry � 0:69 �C/MPa. This value is consistent with

the prediction of the KJcðT Þ–Dry model with the fitted

r�ðT Þ described in Section 2.3 shown as the dashed lines.
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The fitted DTi=Dri � 0:57� 0:13 �C/MPa for the 9Cr

martensitic steels, shown by the solid line, is somewhat

lower, but generally within the observed scatter.

However, as discussed elsewhere [7], the lower

DTi=Dry for the irradiated 9Cr martensitic steels, com-

pared to the RPV steel data, may be primarily due to the

effect of the high dose irradiations on the strain hard-

ening (N) of these (and many other) alloys. Irradiations

to a few dpa at temperatures below about 375 �C de-

crease the uniform engineering strain to <1% and reduce

true strain hardening rates to very low values of

N < 0:05. In contrast, lower dose 290 �C irradiations,

characteristic of typical RPV conditions, have a rela-

tively modest effect on strain hardening. The peak crack

tip stresses actually scale with the flow stress rðeÞ at

e � 0:02, rather than ry. Thus, it is more appropriate to

correlate DTi with Drð0:02Þ. For example, a DTi=
Dry � 0:44� 0:07 �C/MPa was found for Eurofer97

irradiated to 2.7 dpa at a lower irradiation temperature

of �60 �C [7,95]. The corresponding DTi=Dr (0.02)

is �0.67 �C/MPa. The corresponding DTi=Dr (0.02) is

�0.71 �C/MPa for the IEA heat of F82H irradiated to

�5 dpa at �300 �C.
It is important to emphasize that the various mea-

surements of DTi and Dry are subject to significant un-

certainties. Perhaps the major source of uncertainty is

the irradiation temperature with typical variations of

� �25 �C. At dose levels of about 3 dpa this alone

translates into uncertainties in Dry of � �40 MPa and

DTi � �25 �C [14]. Given this, and several other po-

tential sources of error and scatter, the DTi=Dry [or

better DTi=DrðeÞ] are remarkably consistent not only for

the 9Cr martensitic steels themselves, but also with the

larger pressure vessel steel database. The estimated

DTi=Dry � 0:57� 0:13 �C/MPa is applicable to the ir-

radiation temperature regime between �250 to 400 �C.
A corollary is that since Dry up to 400 MPa, or more,

may occur at higher doses at around 300 �C, very large

DTi � 260� 40 �C, or more, should be expected. Thus, it

is clear that 9Cr martensitic steels are not insensitive, let

alone immune, to irradiation embrittlement. At lower ir-

radiation temperatures, the DTi=Drðe � 0:02Þ relation is

more appropriate. And at irradiation temperatures

higher than 400 �C (and higher doses), significant DTi
may arise from NHE mechanisms. Notably, these DTi
assessments do not consider the potential synergistic em-

brittling effects of high concentrations of He and H. We

address further the issue of irradiation hardening and

embrittlement elsewhere [14].
11 The issues of low uniform elongation and low toughness

ductile tearing are also important and can also be dealt with in a

systematic framework that is analogous to that outlined for fast

cleavage fracture. However, these topics are beyond the scope

of this paper.
4. Structural implications of the multiscale fracture

processes

It is clear from the discussion in the previous sec-

tions, as well as the data analysis presented in the
companion report [14], that it will be necessary to

manage irradiation hardening and embrittlement in the

design and safe and reliable operation of FW&B struc-

tures. As we have repeatedly emphasized, the conditions

leading to the fracture of a structure depend on many

extrinsic details, as well as intrinsic local material

properties. It is generally the objective of fracture testing

to measure toughness in the most brittle coupon con-

figuration possible. However, thin-walled, compliant

FW&B structures, with small-shallow surface cracks

loaded in tension are effectively much more fracture

resistant than indicated by standard load controlled

bend tests. Indeed, in some cases, FW&B structures may

be immune to cleavage fracture. Further, since severe

embrittlement is most often accompanied by large in-

creases in ry, it is important to have a means of evalu-

ating the structural trade-off between higher strength 11

and lower toughness. There may be conditions with

KJe � KJr where the structural benefits of increases in

strength may outweigh the liabilities posed by irradiation

embrittlement.

In order to quantify these considerations, it is nec-

essary to have proper structural metrics of performance.

The most convenient and traditional measures are

structural strength and ductility. For cracked structures,

this can be expressed in terms of the ratios of the critical

load and displacement at fracture (Pc and Dc) to those at

general yielding (Py and Dy). Clearly, high strength

ðPc=PyÞ and ductility ðDc=DyÞ are desirable. The Pc and

Dc can also be expressed in terms of the unirradiated

condition (Pco and Dco) giving a direct measure of in-

creased structural strength ðPc=PcoÞ and (generally) re-

duced ductility ðDc=DcoÞ due to in-service irradiation. In

practice, however, it may be more feasible to specify a

minimum ductility associated with a specific design

ðDcm=DyÞ and to recognize that Pc=Pco will be >1 as an

extra safety margin. Various combinations of these (and

other) structural performance indices can be used to

construct integrity maps. Finally, this approach can

quantitatively incorporate information from non-de-

structive flaw assessments and surveillance programs

and be used in a probabilistic failure assessment meth-

odology.

However, for purposes of further discussion, we will

simply examine the effect of a small set of material and

structural parameters on Pc=Py and Dc=Dy. Further,

while more complex and realistic cases can be analyzed,

for convenience we will again use simple edge cracked

3PB geometry with various loading states and crack



Table 1

Parameters used to evaluate P–D curves and Pc=Py–Dc=Dy

fracture conditions

Parameters Values

Specimen geometry 3PB in plain strain

Loading geometry 3PB

Specimen width: W W ¼ 64, 32, 16, 8, 4 (mm)

Specimen thickness: B B ¼ 25:4 (mm)

Crack length: a a=W ¼ 0:5

Span: S S=W ¼ 4

Constitutive properties

E0 230 GPa

Yield stress ry ¼ 725 MPa

a 1

RO strain hardening

exponent

N ¼ 0:1

Critical stress ratio r�=ry ¼ 3

Toughness
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configurations. The results are presented in terms of

P=Py versus D=Dy plots and the corresponding fracture

loci of Pc=Py and Dc=Dy as a function of the width ðW Þ of
the cracked beam. The plots also specify the conditions

where cleavage is not possible within the framework of

the model, and the corresponding conditions marking

the nominal onset of ductile tearing. It is important to

emphasize that these results are for the purpose of il-

lustrating both the approach and significant trends; they

do not provide a quantitative basis for general conclu-

sions regarding the significance of embrittlement.

The plastic Jp, and Dp and the general yielding load

Py are based on the Electric Power Research Institute

(EPRI) estimation scheme as summarized in Ref. [1] for

a RO constitutive law defined by ry, N , ey ¼ ry=E and

a as,

Jp � aeyrybh1ða=W ;NÞðP=PyÞ1=Nþ1
; ð17aÞ
Cleavage initiation KJc ¼ 100 MPa
p
m

Ductile tearing initiation KJc ¼ 150 MPa
p
m
Dp � aeyah3ða=W ;NÞðP=PyÞ1=N ; ð17bÞ
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Here, S is the loading span and h1 and h3 are tabulated

geometric factors that are a function of a=W and N . The

total J is given by the sum of the Jp þ Jeð¼ K2
I =E

0Þ where
KI is the standard elastic stress intensity factor using a

first order Irwin correction for an effective elastic–plastic

crack length [1]. The total D ¼ Dp þ De, where

De ¼ ZLLP=ðBE0Þ and ZLL is a standard elastic function

of a=W .

First, we establish a brittle coupon type base case for

comparison with the type of variations expected for

actual FW&B structures. The base case parameters and

their variants are listed in Table 1. In all cases, we as-

sume a KJr ¼ 100 MPa
p
m for cleavage and KJc ¼ 150

MPa
p
m for ductile tearing, ry ¼ 730 MPa and plane

strain conditions. The most notable characteristics of the

base case are a deep crack ða=W ¼ 0:5Þ and long front

(B ¼ 25:4 mm) geometry for loading in 3PB with

1=N ¼ 10. The KJc are adjusted using Eq. (15) for the

case with B 6¼ 25:4 mm. Fig. 15 shows P=Py versus D=Dy

for this base case (heavy solid line) along with the cor-

responding SSY J=bry (long dashed line). Constraint

loss effects reduce the effective loading parameter for

fracture ðJeÞ relative to the SSY J . The reduction of Je
relative to J depends on the fracture mode. We define a

critical Je at fracture as Jec, where Jec ¼ K2
Ie=E

0 (or

K2
Ie=E

0). For cleavage, we compute Jec=bry (thinner solid

line) based on the ½Kcl=Kssy� adjustment procedure for

plane strain, 3PB, N ¼ 0:1 and r�=ry ¼ 3. Note, there is

a peak in the Jcc=bry curve, indicating that, according to

the model, if cleavage has not occurred by this loading

level it will not happen at larger P and D. This behavior
is, to some extent, an artifact of the approximate con-
straint adjustment procedure. However, it does reflect a

real effect of very rapid CL at high levels of deformation.

For ductile tearing, we compute a corresponding Jed=bry

based on a CL adjustment procedure proposed by An-

derson (short-long dashed line) [96]. The critical load

ðPcÞ and displacement ðDcÞ where the Je ¼ JIc value of

the specified fracture mode then depends only on W .

The corresponding Pc=Py–Dc=Dy for W ¼ 64, 32, 16,

8, and 6.3 (mm) for cleavage are plotted for the base case

as open diamonds on the P=Py–D=Dy curve in Fig. 16(a).

The W � is the smallest specimen where cleavage is pos-

sible according to the model. The conditions for the

initiation of ductile tearing are shown as open squares.

Thus, according to the model, an extra increment of

P=Py–D=Dy is needed for ductile crack extension for

W 6 6:3 mm. Plastic ductility, Dc=Dy > 1, occurs in
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Fig. 16. P=Py versus D=Dy showing the Dc=Dy for cleavage and ductile fracture as a function of W for various configurations and strain

hardening (sh) rates. The W � indicates the smallest W for cleavage predicted by the model. See text for further details.
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specimens with B < 16 mm and becomes increasingly

significant at smaller sizes even for this �brittle’ base case.
Fig. 16(b) shows that loading in tension versus

bending approximately doubles Dc=Dy, and is accom-

panied by a substantial increase in the Pc=Py as well as

the W required for elastic fracture. The adjustment

procedure we used in this case did not permit evaluation

of an explicit W �, but it would be larger than for the

bending base case in Fig. 16(a). Fig. 16(c) shows the

effect of a smaller, but perhaps more structurally realistic

crack front length, of B ¼ 1 mm. Statistical effects lead

to a doubling of the KJc material toughness in this case

and result in a much larger W � ¼ 25 mm. In effect, the

model predicts that cleavage will not occur for small

cracks in thin sections. Fig. 16(d) shows that a shallow

crack with a=W ¼ 0:1 (versus 0.5 for the base case) has a

very large Dc=Dy > 7 for W ¼ 16 mm. In this case, the

constraint effects are such that ductile tearing occurs at a

Dc=Dy that is lower than for cleavage. Fig. 16(e) and (f)

show that increased strain hardening results in slight

decreases in Dc=Dy and larger increases Pc/Py.
These quantitative results should be interpreted to

show only qualitative trends, since they are limited by

the simplicity of the models we have used in the analysis.

For example, there are cases where the model predicts

that cleavage would not occur, when, in fact, experience

shows that it does. However, while they are only to il-

lustrate the approach to assessing general trends in

structural Pc and Dc limits, these results clearly show that

typical FW&B structures may be very resistant to brittle

cleavage fracture. Key structural characteristics include

small W (thin walls), small a=W (shallow cracks), small

B (below future non-destructive examination detection

or repair limits), primarily tensile and biaxial crack
loading, low compliance and secondary stresses, as well

as other beneficial effects such as warm pre-stressing.
5. Summary and conclusions

This paper provides a broad framework for the role

of fracture mechanics and micromechanics, as well as

the importance of irradiation embrittlement, in the de-

sign and operation of fusion FW&B structures. Our

approach is based on a highly efficient MC–DT method

for measuring and applying fracture toughness data

KJcðT Þ in the cleavage transition. The MC–DT method

evaluates a reference temperature, T0, that is used to

index an invariant MC median toughness K0ðT � T0Þ
shape. The T0 is adjusted by temperature shifts, DT , that
account for the effects of irradiation, loading rate and

the size and geometry of the cracked body. We show

that the K0ðT � T0Þ shape for pressure vessel steels is also
applicable to cleavage fracture in 9Cr martensitic steels,

and perhaps other bcc alloys as well. However, more

generally, a small family of MC shapes may be needed to

account for effects such as dynamic loading and IG

fracture.

We demonstrate that the underpinning of the MC–

DT method is a hierarchical multiscale sequence of

processes starting on the atomic scale that ultimately

control the cleavage fracture limits of large-scale fusion

structures. This hierarchical approach to linking sub-

models for the various scales and processes is illustrated

in the flowchart shown Fig. 17, along this the modeling

and experimental tasks needed to develop a robust in-

tegrated fracture model. A detailed analysis of the ex-

isting hardening and embrittlement database and the
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corresponding implications to a future research agenda

are presented in a companion report [14].

Atomic scale processes mediate the ferrite microar-

rest toughness, Kl, that in turn determines the combi-

nation of the local crack tip normal stress, rn, and size,

dtp, of the largest trigger particle needed to nucleate a

propagating microcrack. We propose that the intrinsic

characteristics of the bcc ferrite lattice dictate an in-

trinsic temperature dependence of KlðT Þ that, in turn,

lead to the invariance of the K0ðT � T0Þ MC. The local

cleavage fracture criteria can be described in terms of a

local critical stress, r�ðT Þ, and stressed volume, V �. The

r�ðT Þ is governed by coarse-scale trigger particle mi-

crostructures and KlðT Þ. The crack tip stress field con-

ditions attaining r�–V � can be related to the critical

loads ðPcÞ and displacements ðDcÞ, the cracked body size

and geometry and the material constitutive law, rðeÞ.
For restricted SSY conditions, a unique KJc can char-

acterize cleavage fracture toughness.

The KJcðT Þ curve can be modeled in terms of the

intrinsic elastic modulus, E0, and microstructurally de-

pendent r�, V � and rðeÞ. The effects of irradiation are

generally due to the corresponding effects on rðeÞ. In-
creases in the yield stress, Dry, due to irradiation (or

higher strain rates) shift the KJcðT Þ curve by DTi to a

higher T0a. However, the effects on DTi are reduced

somewhat by the decreased rate of strain hardening, DN ,

due to irradiation. The importance of this effect in-
creases with decreasing irradiation temperature. Typical

values of DTi=Dry for intermediate temperature (�300

�C) and dose (1–10 dpa) fission reactor irradiations of

9Cr martensitic steels are �0.6± 0.1 �C/MPa and DTi of
260 �C or more can be expected from irradiation hard-

ening alone.

However, there are also a number of possible sources

of NHE. Significant NHE is signaled by large or even

negative (for softening conditions) values of DTi=Dry

and, often, increasing amounts of IG fracture. Harden-

ing and NHE interact synergistically and can lead to

very large and, perhaps, unacceptable DTi. A significant

amount of He on grain boundaries in the form of fine

bubbles can cause NHE. Further, very high matrix He

may contribute an increment to Dry. The effect of He

depends on a number of details, but in the companion

report we estimate the critical quantity for a significant

embrittlement contribution to be between 500 and 700

appm for irradiations around 300 �C. High levels of H

may also increase DTi further.
Multiscale processes also play a role in the extrinsic

size and cracked-body geometry dependence of cleavage

fracture toughness, which, generally, cannot be charac-

terized by a unique intrinsic KJc. The measured KJm from

coupon tests and effective KJe pertinent to a structure are

typically greater, and may be much greater, than KJc.

Size and geometry effects arise from both statistics re-

lated to the magnitude of the highly stressed volume
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near the crack tip and CL associated with cleavage after

large amounts of deformation in small specimens or for

typical shallow tensile loaded surface cracks. We show

that statistical effects are similar in 9Cr martensitic and

RPV pressure vessel steels leading to a scaling of

toughness with the effective crack front length, B, as

� B�1=4. The actual statistical scaling applies to the KJc

in excess of a minimum threshold toughness, Kmin � 20

MPa
p
m. We also show that micromechanical models

can be used to adjust KJm measured under conditions of

CL in small specimen testing to KJc as well as to KJe, for

conditions of constraint pertinent to a structure.

Finally, we show by a simple example the profound

implications of size scaling to structures based on a

metric of strength and ductility. These are specified as

the ratios of the critical load and displacement at frac-

ture to the yield load and displacement, or Pc=Py and

Dc=Dy, respectively. Even in cases where the material is

very brittle based on standard coupon testing, or in

heavy section applications, the extrinsic factors typical

of FW&B structures (small crack depth and front

length, wall thickness and tensile loading) lead to

Pc=Py > 1 and Dc=Dy � 1. Hence, up to some point,

embrittled 9Cr martensitic may provide acceptable per-

formance in these applications. Indeed, in some cases the

beneficial effects of irradiation on increasing Pc may

more than offset the liabilities of the decreases in Dc.
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